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I 
THE PROBLEM 
' 
.I 
A serious problem in educatioU:~today 
enee of reading difficulties. lrrrn the 
• is the widespread 
secondary schools 
ularly due to the greater incre~se in enrollment in recent 
~ a wide range of reading abilit, may be within one grade. 
I! 
,,,, 
Heretofore, the traditional li
1
:t of classic's was used in 
grades. Too~ this subjective judgment had designated a 
book for a certain grade. j· 
In a recent study, Craig showe~ that many of the classics 
d in courses of study for cert~in grades definitely were 
the reading level of many of t,P.ese students. 
There have been many attempts ~o devise an objective 
a readability formula f:o list books in rank order 
This would aid teache:m:s, librarians, and pub-
seeking to match the book ~~o the reader. 
I':! 
I. PURPOSE OF THE\ STUDY 
I 
This study seeks, primarily, t~ough the use of the 
oa Formula to evaluate in rank order of difficulty the gr 
of eighty-two classics most freg_uently recommended for 
ea ·ng for junior high and senior hi~h school students. 
To give a partial answer to th~ foll0wi::ng quest:i,.e:ns is 
·: 
the purpose of this study. 
I~ , 
• 
l. In what way do the numbet of scene shifts and major 
cha~acters in each of the eighty-two classics conform to the 
I 
Yoa am Formula reading level? 1 
I 
2. How do the Yoakam and the Flesch Formulas 1 diverge 
i 
acc~rding to the rank order of difficulty of the same eighty-
' I 
two 1 classics? I 
! 
I 
3. How do two raters diverge when ranking these classics 
as 'o difficulty in relation to the:number of' major characters 
! 
' I 
and1scene shifts in each of the eig~ty-two classics? 
I 
4. How does the Baker-Yoakaili study2 diverge from the 
I 
LaMontagne-Yoakam study on sixteen classics? 
' 
II. JUST~FICATION 0~ THE PROBLEM 
:I Today, the reading problem is of major concern to all. 
Bot~ the child and teacher depend g~eatly on the readability of' 
matJrials of various kinds to help ihem in their effort to gain 
an ~derstanding of' this complex world. Also, reading contrib-
ute~ to personal and social develop~ent. It is a form of expe-
rieJce through which may be expanded three worthwhile interests~ 
lRoger Charette, ttA Study of the Readability of the 
Ola~sicsn (unpublished Master's the~is, Boston University, 
Bos~on, 1960). 
2 Irving Baker, nAn Evaluation of the Simplified Classicsn 
(un~ublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 
Pit sburgh, 1960). 
2 
~evElopment and deeper understanding gained of one's self, of 
',, 
jot hE lr human beings , and of the world .. 1f 
Concerning reading difficultiefs, Conant in his famous re-
' 
tpor The American Hrigh School Today said, 11 There is an increas-
ling interest in the challenging prob~em.tt Referring te second-
!ary s,chools he had visited, he said, .nAs many as ten per cent or 
~ifieen per cent were reading at fo~th, fifth, or sixth grade. 
llevE l1s. 114 
:Now, teachers and administrators are gaining an increas-
~ng appre.ciation of the importance o~ teaching reading in sec-
ond1ry schools. Reluctantly, they aJ?e recognizing and.accepting 
~ w de range of reading ability within a classroom; for example, 
tthe [e often 
[higJ school 
app !opriate 
is a range of as many as nine grades in a typical 
class~ Such great variations in proficiency demand 
materials for the differemt levels. 5 
Regarding teoctbooks, as well as classics, many of them 
ado ted for use in the schools are too difficult for non-
aca( iemic pupils. S[tudents do not have the necessary basic con-
cep s and ideas to 
1
associate with unfamiliar word symb0ls. Whe.n 
thi happens, studepts are not interested in reading. They will 
lis len with great alttention and a hlgh degree of comprehension 
l 3Ruth StrB.ng, Constance McCullough, and Arthur Traxler, 
Pro~lems in the Improvement of Reading (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Boo 1r Company, Inc., 1955), p. 65. . 
] 4James Bryant Conant, The American High Sen~~~ Today 
(:Ne York: McGraw~Hi1l Book Company, Inc., 1959), <IP· 55. 
5 Strang, McQu11ough, Traxler, op. cit., pp. 11-12. 
3 
ll 
i 
i : 
Nhi "'e the teacher narrates John Brovin 1 s Body., Julius Caesar, or 
' ' I : 
[dyJls o:f the King. When they are a!sked to read :for themselves, 
I 
i the~ just carm.ot do it. They are not ready. In literature, 
the~ are especially weak. 6 
Indeed, high schools, colleg$s, and employers all regard 
I 
the reading situation seriously. P~o:fessors :frequently mention 
I 
9..morg other reading problems a 
!reacing problem is dealt with, 
limi -de;d vocabulary. Unless the 
I 
the dhild will continue to be 
I 
~ruEtrated and miseducated. nAsking a child to read and study 
.. ' 
bools,rt says Yoakam., His one o:f the ,sure ways to miseducate. 
' 
. ' 
IEve:ryone in a school has a right to ia meaningful and rewarding 
! . 
expErience. 117 
III. LIMITATION OF READING FORMULAS 
1. A readability :formula ca* give an estimate o:f rela-
I 
tiv difficulty. The high grade lev~ls usually will be harder 
I 
boo s. 
2. 
' 
·I,' 
I ' 
' The predicted grade leve+ alone cannot tell whether 
the ibook is :for a certain.grade. Other factors are sophistica-
tiol o:f ideas and interest. For in~tance, a book of Gertrude 
I 
I 
Ste n's may check at :fifth grade re~ding level, but it is doubt-
i 
ful i:f a fifth grader would understand such a book. 
?Gerald A. Yoakam., nReadabil;ity: Finding Readable Mate-
rials :for Ohildren, 11 A Report~ the Tenth Annual Conference on 
Reaiing, (Pittsburgh; University of ~ittsb~gh., 1954), p. 11.--
' , 
4 
3. A formula cannot be conv~rted into a set of rules for 
wri ing. However~ a writer might g~t a rough idea of the diffi-
cul y by checking his manuscript wiih a formula. 
4. A readability formula doesntt tell how difficult a 
I , 
boo should be since the purpose~ reader, and circumstances also 
I 
det rmine the level of difficulty. 8 i 
I 5. A readability formula neglects variations of word 
mea ings. i 
ria s. 
I . 
6. All formulas cannot be u~ed with all kinds of mate-
! 
! 
i 
(a) A formula is best f6r the particular materials 
! 
tha it was standardized on. 
7. 
lev ~1. 
I 
The majority of formulas 1 are unreliable at adult 
! 
I 
I 
j 
(a) They are better for' grades 3-7, as many formu-
las ,1were validated on materials for children or adults with 
lim~ted ability. 
1/ 8. Grade placement scores should be questioned. 11 The 
I 
I rea~ing formulas, 11 said Chall, 11 gav~ not so much a difficulty 
11 . - ·· i 9 
graie level as an estimate of relative difficulty. 
! 
9. Conceptual difficulty is, not measm"'able. 
(a) None of the formulas give adequate weight to 
con~extual meaning. 
8 Ibid., p. 36. 
9Jeanne S. Chall, nThis Busihess of Readability: A 
Secpnd Look, u Educational.Research lBulletin, XXXV (April, 1956), 
p. ~0. - ! 
5 
' 
,I 
·j.__ 
I !( lO. Such intangibles as inter,est, maturity, and learning 
canrpt be measured. 10 
IV. PR 0 CEDTJRE 
The main purpose of this study is to measure in rank 
order' of difficulty according to the Yoakam Formula ei
0
>Yhtv-two 
II J 
of tte most frequently recommended classics for junior and 
senipr high schools. 
The secondary purposes are: an attempt to find how the 
seen~ ,sbifts and major characters conform to the Yoakam reading 
" I grad~ levels; a comparison from a recent thesis of the Flesch 
:r 
Form~la grade reading levels and divergence from the Yoakam 
•I 
grad~ levels; a comparison of these two studies, Charette and 
LaMo~tagne, in relation to the number of scene shifts and major 
i 
char :cters in each of the eighty-two classics; and a comparison 
of s xteen classics from the Eaker-Yoakam study with sixteen 
I . 
cla~ i!cs of the LaMontagne-Yoakam study. 
Delir!(itation of the Problem 
I 
This list consisted of the same eighty-two classics as 
were in the Charette study of the Flesch Formula. The basis for 
incll.sion in this list was the selection of the eighty-two clas-
I.' 
sics which were recommended in at leas't four of the eight recom-
! 
I 
mendjpg lists. Hence, this was the choice for the most popular 
I 
clasE~cs for junior and senior high schools. 
I 
lOrrving D. Baker, 11 An Evaluati;on of the Simplified Clas-
sics' (Unpublished Doctoral dissertati:on, University of Pitts-
burglr, 1960), p. 21. 
6 
II 
l 
I 
l !t 
Def·rriition of Terms 
~· Re ada bili ty. "Readability, " ~il.ys YOakam, 11 is comprehen-
si b~:li ty. Mat erial is readable f'or ei'' given reader w ben he can 
com behend the meaning. In other wo~O.s, materials are readable 
to J given child when he can compreh~nd half or more of the 
ide~s which it contains.n11 
Scene Shifts. The term Scene Shift means the setting and 
char ge from one city to another, one ·house to another, one 
strEet to another, one road, etc. A~~o included is the entrance 
of' f dditional characters on the scene) locale of 
seni~~g an entirely di:f:ferent situatJon in that 
be :regarded as a new setting. 
I 
it, ·thus pre-
scene • · This ma:1 
Major Characters. Another te~m is Major Characters. 
·' 
Onl~ ,jl?hose whose actions contributed i1:io the main plot of the 
stOJ
1 
W might be called major characteJs. In other words, omis-
sioi of' any one of' these characters J~uld result in an incom-
1 
plei e stery or plot. 1:. 
i 
I 
Criterion. The term Criterion, re:fers to standards by 
whic ~ books, short passages, and art~~le s can be measured as to 
di:f ~cul ty. The degree of dif:ficultj is established by· judg-
ment,' tests of' comprehension, or by t 1he average reading ability 
of t 1e readers who read and liked thei books. In other words, 
11Gerald A. Yoakam, nReadabilii;;y: Finding Readable Mate-
ria s for Children, n A Report on t:P,e ~en;th A,:pn.:nal Gep,t.'erence en 
Reac:in_g, (Pittsburgh,-Unl.versity ofi Pittsburgh, 1954), p. 12.-
7 
4lt 1uhe !material represents a range of difficulty. Afterwards:~ this 
'Plat( rial is analyzed for internal factors accounting for varia-
i 
tt;i01 • in difficulty. These internal £;actors are usually ex-
tprefsed in quantitative terms as criteria of difficulty; for 
exanple, vocabulary difficulty and sentence complexity are rec-
ognjzed criteria in reading formulas. 
Readability Formula. A Reada;bility Formula is the com-
[bination o.f the most significant inte;rnal factors (expressed in 
quantitative terms) checked by a comparison with a criterion 
(material arranged in the same order' of difficulty). The degree 
of rlelationship is expressed by a coefficient of correlation. 
The ):ligher the coefficient:~ the more significant is the factor 
~ and,\ hence, more useful in predicting the difficulty according 
to tne criterion. It is usually a regression equation based 
on a counting and weighing of the mo~t meaningful elements in 
I pred;_cting the criterion. 
Meas~ement of Reading Difficulty with the Yoakam Formula 
i\ Depending on the length of the book, ten pages were se-
lect~d at evenly spaced intervals throughout the book. For 
example, if the book contained two h~ndred and fifty pages, 
this'would be divided by ten (the number of samplings for each 
book • As a result, twenty-five meant that every twenty-fifth 
' 
page,was,sampled. Then, the next step was to find the Thorn-
dike serial number of four or above. To do this, the investi-
1 
~ gato~ used Thorndike's Word Book of 20,000 Words. Each word 
8 
~ wit~ a serial number four or above was recorded on the sample 
she~t for the particular page sample. After the totalling of 
one ,page~ the next page was begun. At the end of ten sample 
pag s~ the ten individual amounts 
I 
was divided by ten (the n~mber of 
we:r;e added. Next, 
I' 
saqplings) and the 
the sum 
resulting 
num er was checked with the Yoakam R~ading Difficulty Scale to 
obtJJin the grade level. For greater ,accuracy as to placement of 
a b ok in the upper or lower half of a grade, interpolation de-
ter 1 ined the score. 
Accordingly, these scores revealed the differences in 
dif iculty.among books as determined by the vocabulary, a most 
imp :rtant general element in difficulty. Late~, the eighty-two 
'I Yoa~am reading grade level scores were placed in descending 
ordE~1r on a chart and the equivalent eighty-two Flesch scores 
werE plotted. 
Mea~~rement of Reading Difficulty acqording to the Number of 
::.I Scene Shif]ts 
f A scene shift is defined as a setting and change from one 
! 
cit~ to another, one house to another, one street to another, 
I 
one road, etc. Also included as an additional part of the defi-
! 
nit~ion is the entrance of additional .characters on the 
i 
' 
scene, 
thu~i presenting an entirely different situation in that setting 
I 
regfrdless of the similar location. 
I Therefore, according to this interpretation, the number 
of ilcene shifts in each of the eighty-two classics were counted. 
i 
9 
li 1: The p:umber o.f scene shifts .for each of' the eighty-two classics 
were arranged in descending numerical order on a chart, and on 
the same chart .from the Charette study o.f the equivalent eighty-
two classics, the number o.f scene shifts .for each o.f the eighty-
!· ' This wouli show the divergence of two classics were plotted. 
the ists. 
It has been demonstrated in reading clinics that the 
grea er the number o.f scene shifts and major characters in a 
stor J the more difficult it is .for children to read a book. 
Meas.rement o.f Reading Difficulty acc@.~ding 
I 
Major Chara@ters 
I" 
I 
to the Nu:m.b,er ®.f 
Only those whose actions contrtbuted greatly to the main 
41t part o.f the story might be called maj~r characters. In other 
I 
word ~: omission o.f any one o.f these clh.aracters would result in 
an i.1.0j1,
11
1omplete story or plot. 
' ! 
Hence, in accordance with the tnterpretation o.f the term 
k 
the umber of major characters in each o.f the eighty-two clas-
I • li sics ~ere added. As with the scene shifts in each o.f the 
,, I 
[! 
eigh y-two classics in the LaMontagne !study, the number o.f 
I 
char~ cters were arranged in descending numerical order om a 
char . On the same chart from the Charette study of the equiva-
lent eighty-two classics, the number o.f major characters were 
plot ed. Thus, the divergence would show. 
10 
1\ 
Summf3,.ry 
This entire procedure establi,~hed (1) the Yoakam grade 
level for eighty-two classics·arrang~d in rank order; (2) a 
• I 
list. of the eighty-two classics in r;:tnk order as to number of 
I 
major characters; (3) a list of the !eighty-two classics in rank 
orde-r as to number of scene shifts. ! 
1 'i 
Plan of Presentation 
This thesis attempts to show :the background of read-
I . 
ability:~ its periods, formulas:~ and :outstanding investigators. 
i ' I 
Then:, the study of the classics and iits problems are considered. 
Nexti, a comparison of the investigat'or' s Yoakam study with the 
I 
Charette study of the Flesch Formula: on eighty-two classics in 
I 
rela~ion to the grade levels, numbe~ of major characters:~ and 
scene shifts is made. 
1/ 
' Statistical analysis of the ~onsistency and average 
grade .levels of the Flesch and Yoa~m Formulas are explained, 
as VJell as a comparison of the Bake~-Yoakam with the LaMontagne-
' 
Yoalam scores. How the major charaqters and scene shifts con-
fern to the Yoakam grade levels is al further consideration. 
! 
Thrcugh the use of seventeen tables 
1
and two figures, these 
factors are explained. 
11 
• 
• C .•• -·· • •• ' '.,' 
i• 
!I 
CHAPTER II 
RELATED RE0EARQR 
In recent years, readability f<Drtnulas have been l!lsed e:x-
. ' I 
~en~ lvely. 'A lmowledge of the backgr'~tilid, the three periods ef 
!reac ability, individual contribution l~,f each formula t© re-
~ea~c~, and the unsolved problem of q~litative measureme~t will 
~acj l,i tate a better comprehension of this study. 
I. BAOKGROD"ND QFi .READABILITY 
I 
~ Readab;ility means comprehensibjility which is the appro-
iOria f!!;\e rna t ching of reader and ma teria!l. In the past, be fore any 
1bcie$,tifie prediction of readability had been devised., tb~ 
~~-ea~ !fi+yr, the librarian, and the publi1sher made grade-level ree-
,, 
'I omm~~aations based on subjective judgment. Gver a hundre~ years 
lgo , McGuffey, lol'.l.g famous for his re.iader, had used subjective 
budt!@nt ilj. his efforts to establish \some form of meas,.,ement. 
1rhrJJkh trial and error, he adjusted the materi~ls to estimated 
gra e levels. 
Beg .. :::nings of Objective, Quantitative,, and J$tatistical Nieasures 
In the 1920 1 s appeared the obj_ective quantitative and 
~ta ·istical measures. Memorable in fflie history of r-e·a:etabili ty 
~s '~e publication of the Word Count by Thorndike, so-called 
llFa ~liter oi' Readability. 11 For repeti ihon of a word, a ~'6.Inber 
@; I . 
-·~ 
I 
de )loting its frequency wa's listed in this word count • 1 
I ~ea,on f'or Readability 
I In developing a scientific basis f'or the curriculum, 
rhe e was new emphasis on quantification. In the 1920ts~ also, 
reWEY~ Kilpatrick, and Winndike had emphasized a schoolfs respon-
Lib lity toward the needs and interests of' children; moreover, 
~ue to school compulsory laws, the most important f'actor was a 
~roJing recognition f'or individualizing instruction. 
bistorical Overview 
In the search f'or an objective means of' predicting read-
abiJity, the aims were: (1) to distinguish easy f'rom hard mate-
Lia's, (2) to f'ind a reliable means to measure these factors, 
lnd (3) to formulate an expression of' some combinations of these 
!factors in terms of' readability skill. 
An analysis of internal factors accounted f'or a variation 
in difficulty. These factors were compared with a criterion 
arranged in order of difficulty. Finally, the internal fac-
~ors were included in a formula,: usually a regression ror-
mula. Later, there d~veloped many quantitative, survey and 
~xperimental studies. · 
1 Edward L. Thorndike, A Teacher 1 s Word Book of' 10,000 
(New York: Teachers College, Columbia Unlversity, 1921), 
r
.l. 
2 Jeanne s. Chall, Readability, !n Appraisal of Research 
and lA,pplication (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1958), 
~ . 
~P· 155-156. . 
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Fac qrs of Readability Techniques 
I· : In relation to the various formulas, two factors must be 
con .idered: reliability and validitJ1. Reliability pertains to 
jbot ~ analyst and sampling. Validity jrefers to the original pre-
sen ation, cross-validation, and experimental validation. 
1 Reliability--Do two or more samplings from a book or 
lar tr selection give substantially the same results?3 Sampling 
r>el :(ability should show evidence of i:(he representation of the 
; 
I 
sam~le analyzed for the entire book or 
• I 
sa1.c , i 
I 
article. As Klare has 
Differences in formula ratingg do not appear due to ease 
,or difficulty of materials measu:ded or errors in samplings. 
!They are due to the inadequacy a:dd. difference between the 
reading test on which it is based and the failure of th~ 
!\formulas to measure significant ~spects of readability. 
! If two or more analysts check Ia given selection or book 
I 
NVit P. 'the same method, will they get practically the same re-
I!·: 5 
sul~s? 
'I , 
:: 
I 
li This refers to the objectivity of technique. In Chall's 
t
opi ~ion, formulas are better tb...an subjective judgment and cross-
al 1dation shows using a formula for estimating relative diffi-
culiy of printed materials is justifiable. 
I 
l 3Ibid., p. 58. l 4George Klare, ttlVIeasures of Readability of Written Oom-un·cation, An Evaluation,n Journal of Educational PsychologJ:, 
OCLI ·I, No. 1 (November, 1952), pp. 385-399. 
l ~' 5 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research , nd jApplication (Columbus: Ohio Stat'fU'niversity, N58), !P. 55. ' 
14 
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Validity--Proof of the validity of readability tech-
./ 
niq :es comes from three different sources: (1) the original 
I 
pre :entation of the readability methods; (2) cross-validation 
i : 
stu~ie~; a~d (3) experimental validation studies. Original pre-
sentatlon ls the applying of these fdrmulas to material similar 
in ~ontent and range of difficulty to the criteria on which they 
wer( standardized. Thus~ there should be similar results. An 
ind~/pendent procedure, cross-validation, is the application of 
a rE.adability formula to books or se~ections graded by an inde-
penclent method such as expert judgment or comprehension of' 
! 
chi dren of known reading ability. Then~ the two appraisals are 
com1
1
ared. When the prediction of di~ficulty correlates highly 
wi tl! the independent estimate, the f~rmula is considered valid. 
!As !or the experimental validation sttudy, equal groups of' read-
1 i 
ers :are given different versions of 8./ selection. Except for one 
i 
or rore factors, they are different ,s to vocabulary difficulty, 
sen ence length, or all factors in one special formula. When a 
dif' erence in understanding of the g~pups reading the different 
I' ~er~ion can be shown, the accuracy of the formula is established~ 
rhrE~ Periods of Readability Background 
:1 Progress in readability was revealed in th..ree periods: 
: 
(1) Period I~ 1922-1928, emphasis on vocabulary; (2) Period II, 
~92~-1939, emphasis on search for many factors; and (3) Period 
~II 1938-1953~ emphasis on search for fewer factors. How each 
I 
6Ibid., p. 69. 
15 
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\ 
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I j 
' r 
W perilfd developed and the outstanding': formulas of the different 
periods and their contributions to r:esearch work will be ex-
plaiPJ_ed. 
Period I, 1922-1928. During ~his first period f'rom 1922-
' 1928, in which the early published studies in readability ap-
1 
peared, difficulty was measured acco~ding to only one factor, 
vocabulary. Many methods evolved es~imating vocabulary diffi-
culty and diversity. The choice of one method rather than 
anotrrer depended upon judgment and e~perience. 
In spite of other additional ~actors added later, since 
7 1928 (the end of Period I) many studies as Patty and Painter, 
and ~tone 8 have appeared emphasizing: vocabulary. 
Lively-Pressey Formula. 
I 
I 
In 1~23, the Lively-Pressey For-
' 
mula appeared as the first quantitative readability study. 9 Em-
i 
phas~s was on vocabulary in conjunction with the Thorndike Word 
! 
List. This Lively-Pressey Formula w~s based on f'our indexes: 
I ! , (1) !;;he vocabulary range, (2) an index of difficulty assigned to 
each;' successive thousand in Thorndik~l s Teachert s Word Book, 
II 
~ 7w. w. Patty and W. J. Painte~, nimproving Our Method Sele ting High School Textbooks,rr JoU.rnal of Educational Re-sear h, XXIV (June, 1931), pp. 23-32 ;; 
8clarence R. Stone, 11Measures' of' Simplicity and Begin-
ning Texts in Reading, 11 Journal of Educational Research, XXXI 
(Febr.>uary, 1938), pp. 447-450. ' · 
of' 
9Bertha A. Lively and S. L. Pbessett' ttA Method for Meas-
urin? the Vocabulary Burden of' Textb<:>oks, 1 Educational Adminis-
trat:;_on and Supervision, IX (October:,', 1923), pp. 389-398. 
]1.::..::~~--- I) 
• 
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i ~ i 
I 
I 
' j~ 
( 3) ' ;count of the number of words no·H found among the 10,000 
i! 
word.·' most frequently considered a rough measure of the tecbni-
'i '·· , I 
cal iocabulary, and (4) a combination,of the two preceding in-
I 
I dexe4 • The weighed median indexes number assigned ten to each 
i 
word!in the first thousand, nine in the second thousand, and 
i 
zerolto each word which did not appear in the Thorndike List. 
I 
I 
For 'n external criterion, there were eleven books and one news-
papel in ascending order. As an inde:if:. of difficulty, the 
weigTed median index was the best tre1d. 10 It was not entirely 
obje~tive. More research was needed. i ~t this stage, books were 
,I 
samplf-ed_.-not analyzed. 11 
I 
I 
r: 
However, an!excellent beginning in 
I 
rneasFement was this first children 1 s~quantitative readability 
form¢lla. 
i\ Winnetka Graded List. 
'I 
This later study, the WiD~etka 
: ' Grad~~ List, was accredited as a valuable procedure for an ex-
i i' 
tern~l criterion and worthwhile way of classifying books. 
,i ' 
: ~ ; Brie~ly, 36,750 children were measured by the Stanford Silent 
:1 I 
Read~n,g Test. When twenty-five or more children reported favor-
ably_about a book, the average reading grade score was consid-
ered;\ the difficulty level. 
ceivbd criterion scores. 
In all, seven hundred titles re-
10George Klare and Byron Buck, Know Your Reader (New 
Yorlll: Hermitage House, 1954), p. 47.; 
i: 
11Edgar Dale, Readability (Ohabpaign: Illinois National 
Oour: cil of Teachers of English, 1950 )~~ p. 9. 
l' 
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Period II, 1928-1939. This stage of' the readability 
trend emphasized statistica_l data, c'orrelations, and the search 
f'or ~any factors. There were highest multiple correlations of 
the multifactor formulas f'or validity. In addition to vocabu-
larj, other factors included were; ,(1) sentence structure and 
I 
(2) personal quality or directness of approach. Since qualita-
tive factors could not be reliably e,stimated, they were 
elirrinated. 
The Winnetka Formula. Durini the years from 1928-1939, 
there was a continuous search for ma~y factors. Then appeared 
the !winnetka, the prototype of' modern readability formulas. Out 
of ten factors, the four closest in ;rank order of difficulty 
jwerE made into this :formula: (l) the number o:f words in a 1000-
e wore sample; (2) the number of' prepo,sitions (including dupli-
catEs) per 1000 words; ( 3) the numbe:r of words (including du-
plicates) in 1000 words not occurring in Thorndike's list of 
lO,COO; and (4) the number of simple sentences in 75 sample 
sent\ences • 12 
Fundamentally, Washburne and Vogel's purpose in devising 
the 1~-innetka Formula was similar to Lively and Presseyt s; that 
'I 
is, \it was to show the difficulty of the story through the char-
actEristics o:f the books. An analysls of the books that a large 
~umter of children had read was the ,basis of the formula. 
12c. H. Washburne and Mabel 
of l etermining the Grade Placement 
!ria s, u Elementary School Journal, 
IP. : 74. 
Vogel, 11An Objective Method 
o~ Children's Reading Mate-
XXVIII (January, 1928), 
18 
II 
,; 
In comparison to earlier formulas, Washburne and Vogel's 
' 
crit,rion which was based on empirical evaluation of difficulty 
for Pormula was more extensive, the internal characteristics 
stud ed were more comprehensive, and: their method of analysis 
~as nore refined. 1 3 
As their contribution to research, Washburne and Vogel 
~ere the first to study influence of structural characteristics 
of to.e text and to relate the individual factors with the crite-
lt . l l t• 14 rion mu lp e corre a lon. 
As for evidence of reliability of the Winnetka, several 
i 
stud~es disclosed varying results. In Chase's study, he showed 
that the evidence of variation of only one grade was not suffi-
cient to prove that one history bookwas more difficult than 
' 15 
another. Later, Bergman, in his study showing a comparison 
witb·teacher judgment, revealed a .69 correlation. 16 Another 
rese~reh done by Miller disclosed evidence that one half of the 
Winnetka predictions were within one grade of tested grade 
13 Ibid. 
11 
14 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research 
and Application (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1958), p. 21. 
-- J 15w. Linwood Chase, 11Determination of Grade Placement of 
History Material, 11 Journal of Educational Research, XXVIII 
(Ap.ril, 1935), pp. 594-595. 
1 6w. G. Bergman, 11 0bjective and Subjective Grade Place-
men of Supplementary Readers, 11 Recor.lstructing Education Througb 
ResEarch: Official Report of the American Educational Research 
Asscciation (Washington, D. C.: American Educational Research 
Assc ciation, 1936), pp. 263-271~ ! 
19 
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I 
1: 
,. 
I 
plapement. Since the criterion 
I 
difP.erent, the results were good. 
standardization of each was 
:I Gray-Leary Formula. Concerning this formula in 1939, 
I 
Gra ; and Leary followed the trend of the period in searching for 
a l ·rger number of factors in difficulty. From a total of 82 
I 
fac .ors, they eliminated all but 5. !In their study, the small 
num1rr gave almost as high a multiple correlation with the cri-
terjon as all factors combined. These 5 elements were: (l) 
num1er of different hard words, (2) number of first, second, anc 
thild personal pronouns, (3) percentage of different words, (4) 
average sentence length in words, and (5) number of preposi-,, 
tior:~1 phrases. As measured by the Gray-Leary Formula, the cul-
l tura~ or maturity level was not found to be related. 18 
'I 
11 
· Their criterion consisted of 48 selections of 100 words 
each.. Half of the fiction was taken from the books, magazines, 
and ~e,wspapers most widely read by adults. Next, the difficultj 
of t~e passages was considered the average comprehension score 
obta ned by about 899 adults. As the formula was being devel-
oped' 18 of 82 factors were eliminateq. because of the unreli-
abil t'y of the counting done by analysts. Thus, it was practi-
call impossible to get reliable agreement among different 
anal \sts on such factors as rrwords associated with adult living" 
I jl l7L. R. Miller, 11Reading Grade :Placement of the First Twen \y-three Books awarded the .John Newberry Prize, 11 Elementary Scho 11 .Journal, XLVI (March, 1946), p .I 398. . 
1 
18 
.Jeanne S. Chall, Readability,\ An Appraisal of Research 
and .P.,pplication (Columbus: Ohio State, University, 1958), p. 7. 
20 
!I 
i 
I ,, 
-·'j' '. -." .· -~ 
,and nscenic narration!! since 20 occu;tl'r~d only once in less than 
ha1f the selections. Then, 20 corre~ated significantly out of 
I' 
44. Later, a high relationship was found among significant fac-
tor • A small number gave almost as ''high a multiple correlatioJ 
!!wit p_ the criterion as all of them cokbined. As a result, this 
II is ·!Jhe indirect evidence of validity, of the Gray-Leary scores 
II anc[of the cultural level of magazin~s as determined by the edu-
1 cat OPAl achievement of their readerS. 19 
1
j One investigator~ '~Nolther, applied the Gray-Leary Formul£ 
'I I I to ~agazines recommended for tenth grade pupils. Conclusions o1 
I herlanalysis showed that the rank orfer corresponded closely 
lj wit the cultural level of magazines. as shown in an earlier 
ist~~y by Winona Morgan and Alice Lea~y. 20 
I Only the Gray-Leary Formula in the original presented 
l1 evjlience of either analyst or sampling reliability. Since this 
~~~ fo:qriv.la is concerned with the personal element as well as the 
1
j n\lll ~~r of personal pronouns~ it test1s the interest of materials 
11 fo llbhe reader as well as the di:f:fi'1\,lty of materials. 
I , II Inasmuch as the Gray-Leary F1rmula is :for adults with 
lj lil ited reading ability, it is unsuitable :for more difficult ma-
~~ te ·"i[als. In this study, however, one factor equally potent :for 
I :• 
I 111 1 9 James E. Wert:; ttA Tech..nique for Determining Levels of 
I Gr'•~p Reading, n Educational Researcl';l. Bulletin, XVI (May, 1937), l pp ,113-121. 
1 20winona L. Morgan and Alice M. Leahy, ttThe Cultural 
Co tent of General Interest Magazines,n Journal of Educational 
Ps 1 ehology, XXV (October, 1934), pp~ 530-536. 
21 
~ the pest as well as the poorest read~;; was sentence length.Gi 
Beca~se it is complete, the Gray-Leary Formula is considered a 
land~ark in readability. 22 It was the first to employ criteria 
base~ on an experimental evaluation and the first to predict 
diff~culty by grade levels. 
Period III, 1938-1953. At this time, the search for more 
factors had changed to the identification of fewer factors that 
woul~ validly predict difficulty. The general assumption was 
that while many factors contributed to the difficulty, the interr 
relation among them was so great tbat only a few factors needed 
to l::e used as valid predictors. 
During this third period of readability measurement, the 
fornulas contained two or three factors. Emphasis was on vo-
cab~lary difficulty and sentence length. 
I The Lorge Formula. The Lorge Formula, in 1939, began the 
tretd of simplification of the readability measurement. Pre-
vio sly, earlier formulas such as Lively-Pressey and the Gray-
Leaty had searched for a.greater number of factors. Thus, 
see~ing a single experimental formula that could predict the 
difPiculty of children's books in terms of grade scores, Lorge 
sta~ted with the Gray-Leary Formula. To this, he added a 
21 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research 
and Application (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1958), p. 29 
1--- ~~--------
22George Klare and Byron Buck, Know Your Readers (New 
~ Yor~: Heritage House, 1954), p. 49.: 
22 
l 
I ~ei@hed index of' word difficulty according to Thorndike's 
t 
reacher's Word Book. In his formula, Lorge used only three f'ac-
1 tors:\: ( l) the number of' different hard words, ( 2) the average 
sent~nce length, and (3) .-the number of prepositional phrases, 
the ~est and most practical of' passage dif'f'iculty. 23 
I 
' In addition to the simplified formulas, another of' 
Lorg~'s contributions was the use of' the best criteria, the 
l McCa~l-Crabbs passages, already graded in difficulty. Later, 
I 
thes~ passages were used, also, in devising the Flesch and Dale-
Challl Formulas. 
The Flesch Formula. One of' the most popular formulas is 
the ~iesch. It appeared first in 1943 and, in 1948, there was a 
revi' ion. As a result of' unsatisfactory testing results of' the 
:\ 
Gray~Leary Formula in 1943, Flesch proceeded to develop a for-
mula. The three factors were: (l) the average sentence length, 
(2) 
and 
I. ,, 
the relative 
!; 
i:qf'lectional 
number of' affixed morphemes (prefixes, affixes, 
endings), and (3) the relative number of per-
24 
sonal references. 
In the revision of' the formula in 1948, there were two 
comp~e,tely separate scores: (l) ease of' the material, and (2) 
the ~uman interest of' the matter. However, the latter, human 
' inte~est, added nothing to the prediction of reading difficulty~P 
i 
I 
I 2 3 Chall, op. cit., pp. 84-85. 
I 24Rudolf Flesch, ttA New Readability Yardstick," The 
Jour jl.al of' Applied Psychology, (June, 1948), pp. 221-223. 
' ~ ' 25chall, . t 28 r~ op. ~ ' p. . ' 
i 
' i 
-
' 
I 
23 
• 
For the external criterion for validating his formula, 
Fle\rch used the IVIcCall-Crabbs Standa~d Test Lessons in Reading, 
the·[ best criterion, according to Chall, ever devised. 26 The 
original formula correlated .74 with the criterion; the revised 
rea~ing ease formulas, .70; and the revised human interest for-
11 27 
mul , .43. 
As for the reliability of the formula, Flesch himself 
sai:f, 11 The word accurate does not apply to a test of this sort. 
All\the test does is predict the probable readability for an 
' 28 
aveiage reaG..er.n Since probable is a matter of degree and 
sin~e most readers are above or below the average, a person can 
see that the test will give one only a rough estimate of read-
abi fity. Vocabulary, Flesch believed, was not enough to dis-
i\ crir~inate for the average adult reader. 
, However, this formula did discriminate at a high level. 
On 'b.e basis of his magazine studies, Flesch showed corrected 
grac!e: levels for materials of above average difficulty. These 
cor ected grade levels gave a more realistic picture of diffi-
culty of materials at the upper level than the raw scores based 
onlJ on the McCall-Crabbs passages. In doing so, it was more 
successful than the Gray-Leary and Lorge Formulas. 
I 
\ Flesch's claim that his formula was a truer measure of 
I 
abstractness was called into question by Dale and Chall when 
) 
26Ibid. 
27 Flesch~ loc. cit. 
28 
Ibid. 
24 
25 
:; ~a?==~~~~=· ==~~~~~====~======~==~~~================~!~====== 
- the.:, noted the changes .from a count q:f affixes to a syllable I i 
cour:t o.f every one hundred words. A~ITJ.ittedly, his length of 
I 
worc11s, is related to abstractness. Dei.tinitely, he has made some ! .. 
' { 
con ;ribution to qualitativ~ analysis.'. With the simplification 
of 
1
\e Flesch technique, there is a return to the earliest read 
abi};tty stud1es, word length or word lists, as the basic measurj 
I 
of difficulty. It was .from this technique that Flesch's origi-
1 ' 29 
nal .formula had attempted to depart. That the Flesch Formula 
I 
is tighly endorsed is unquestioned. Because of its originality 
in rre~suring abstractions and its use of word length instead of 
' 30 
word list, the Flesch Formula has become very popular. 
Another use of the Flesch Formula has been in the field 
o:f Aurnalism as a check o:f di:f:ficulty as well as the use o:f it' 
facto~s as a prescription .for writing. Evidence of reliability 
of t~e original and simplified Flesch reading ease formulas in 
t: : 
stud~es compared the analyst reliability of the original with 
li ~ . 31 
the simplified Flesch readlng ease formula. For all factors, 
' the ~r>¢liability coefficient was .90 and above. There was lower 
reliabilit~ in the sentence length than in the syllable count. 
Another study using untrained analysts compared the ana-
lyst !(reliability -of the original and simplified reading ease 
29 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability~ An Appraisal of Research 
and ~pplication (Columbus; Ohio State University, 1956), p. 33. 
30 b.d 32 ~ , p. . 
' ~ 31Ibid. 
i 
I 
i\ 
I• ',\ 
-· 32 f'or ulas. The untrained analysts, ,they f'ound, were more ac-
cur~:,te on the one-syllable count. Tb,e one-syllable count tendec 
. 
t ,. t f' t . 1 33 o ,e more accura e or easy ma er~a s. 
I Then, other studies were conducted to test the reliabil-
ity of' the Flesch Formula. In the first study, there were two 
' expe~ienced analysts. No difference was found between the expe 
rier~ed and inexperienced analysts. The second study used only 
ine~perienced analysts. No difference was found. 
From the investigations noted, reliability on word and 
sentence length was fairly high. Personal words were fair and 
perspnal sentences were lower. 
:\ Conclusions 
cien9ly objective. 
were, however, that the Flesch was suf'f'i-
' 34 
analrsts. 
I' , 
Also, it could be used by inexperienced 
The Flesch Formula's contribution to research was as f'ol-
(1) adjustment of grade levels (use of magazines as cri-
terip~ in addition to the McCall-Crabbs Standard Tests of read-
ing) (2) interrelation of' the correlation approach and all 
'! 
I 32George W. England, Margaret Thomas and Donald Patter-
son, 1
11Reliability of' the Original and the Simplified Reading 
Ease Formulas, 11 Journal of' Applied Psychology, XXXVII (April, 
1953', pp. 112-113. 
33Marvin D. Dunnette and Paul Maloney, ttFactorial Analy-
sis <1f the Original and the Simplified Flesch Reading Ease 
Form1las, 11 Journal of' Applied Psychology, XXXVII (April, 1953), 
pp. 07-110. 
' 
' I 34Patricia Hayes, James J. Jenkins, and Bradley J. 
WalkE :r, nReliabili ty of the Fles cb Readability Formulas, 11 
Jourr!al of Applied Psychology, XXXIV (February, 1950), pp. 
~6. i' 
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I 
- vocabulary counts (one measure can be substituted for another, 
depending upon the purpose of the formula), (3) proof that a 
two-factor formula can give as high a prediction as Lorge's 
three-factor 'formula. 35 
The Dale-Chall Formula. This Dale-Chall Formula, devel-
opec in 1948, includes the computation of the average sentence 
leneth of the material listed and the rating of the familiarity 
or -cnfamiliarity of the words used. There was need of a word 
list. The Dale from Thorndike 1 s Teacher's Word Book and the 
36 Wore List of the International Kindergarten Union were used. 
The vocabulary element is very satisfactory. For the count, 
special rules were necessary for common and proper nouns, verbs 
and other parts of speech. Then, the raw scores were converted 
e to a\ corrected grade level according to the correction table. 37 
To tse the formula, there is a special list of words. For a 
criterion, the McCall-Crabbs passages were used. By carrying 
Fle~ch's correlational approach further, Dale and Chall showed 
that) all vocabulary counts, including Flesch's affixes, are 
inte~related and that one measure can be substituted for an-
othelr' depending upon the purpose of the formula. 38 
3 5 .reanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research 
and Application (Columbus: Ohio State Ulliversity, 1958), p.l56 
3 6william Gray and Bernice Leary, What Makes a Book 
Reacable (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1935)-;--p:- 100. 
37Edgar Dale and Jeanne S. Chall, A Formula for Predict-
ing Readability (Columbus: Bureau of Educational Research, 
Ohi< State University), p. 15. 
38
chall, £E· cit., p. 34. 
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As proof of this, the Flesch, Lorge, and Dale-Chall show 
int rrelations of the vocabulary meaEmres. The table shows that 
the llrelative Dale score number of words outside the three thou~ 
san< i known by approximately 80 :per cent of f:ourth graders had 
the highest correlation with the criterion. Intercorrelations 
wer high: between the Dale score and Flesch affixes, .7932; 
bet een the affixes and the Lorge hard word count, .7441; and, 
bet een the Dale score and the Lorge h.:trd word count, • 7988. 
Later, additional validation revealed that the Dale-·Cha11 
Fonula scores compared favorably with the judgment of experts 
and actual reader comprehension. 
As their contribution toward readability research, Dale 
and Chall 1 s simple, highly accurate formula for adult reading 
materials became the second most widely known formula. 39 
II .. The Yoakam Formula. The Yoakam Formula is a device for mea~ur~ng the readability leve1 of textbooks in order to a:p-
prafse the amount of reading ability required to read materials 
sue ,
1
essfully. To read a given :piece of material at a certain 
levllil of reading ability is expressed in terms of grade equiva-
len r. For instance, a book or selection that requires fifth 
gra ,1e ability to read has a reading level of 5.0. Ranging from 
gra es three to twelve, his scale may be extended to measure 
,, 
mat rial above twelfth grade by extending the scale :pro:portion-· 
allt above. 
39George Klare and :S:yr. on :Breck:, Know Your Reader (New· 
Heritage House, 1954), :p. 47. 
:l 
Due to the fact that the main. purpose of this study is 
conc~rned with this particular formula, the investigator feels 
that the Yoakam deserves a special section in this chapter. 
In the 1930's, Yoakam invented this formula as a result 
of t~e experiment in checking the series of school readers and 
the ~anner in which words were used ~ccording to Thorndike's 
Teac~er•s Word Book of 20,000 Words. The words in the readers 
had serial numbers from the Thorndike Word List. 
Very evident in this checking was the large number of 
words of serial number: 1, 2, 3, 4; relatively few were the 
numbers above 4. As the material increased in difficulty, the 
numb~r of words with serial number 4 (referring to words in the 
fourlth thousand) and above increased steadily. To measure this 
4lt increase in difficulty, a tentative scale was used as a check 
of.trre validity of this assumption. 
In 1948, with the revised edition, there were instruc-
tion~ with a table to convert to grade levels the total of the 
1\ inde numbers found on a sample page. 
~ I ~dioations revealed that material within a book varied 
wide~y ln terms of the number of words with high serial numbers. 
Mat) ial that appeared difficult had many words with serial num-
bers above 4. 
Steps Used for the Yoakam Formula 
1. Select a book or article. 
2. Determine size and number of samples. 
3. Locate samples in the book. 
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4. Scan samples to locate all work with the 
Thorndike serial numbers of 4 or above. 
5. Add the serial numbers of the words in 
each sample to secure the unit index 
number. 
6. Average. the unit (or page) index numbers 
by the number of samples chosen. 
7. Look on the scale for the grade level of 
the book. 
Sampling Pages 
1. The best and most reliable sampling is 
every tenth page, according to Yoakam. 
2. For practical purposes, a sampling of 
ten selected pages is reasonably reli-
able. This will bring one within .6 
of a grade of the true measu~e. 
3. Fifteen pages is better but increases 
the amount of time by one third. In 
reference to the many studies about 
the reliability of the Yoakam, the 
Leifeste thesis on sampling was based 
on twelve textbooks in geography, his-
to~0, and reading for grades 4, 6, and 
8. 
Yoakam Reliability Studies. 
Leifeste Study. In the Leifeste study, results revealed 
th ljt the language samples agreed most closely with grade levels 
fori\ the entire book. Within .5 grade level, samples were more 
or _less true. Samples denoting an average of .7 for each grade 
we e the least reliable. Leifeste variations equalling 1.9 
grRde level resulted when the same book was analyzed more than 
onpe by the same type of sampling. In general, the larger the 
40Gerald A. Yoakam, Basal Re~ding Instruction (New York; 
McJraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955), pp. 329-337. 
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sam?lings, the greater the consistency. From page to page and 
cha~ter to chapter there occurred extreme differences in the 
voc
1
bulary difficulty. Possibly within only a few lines were 
man' difficult words. Due to tbat fact, there may be a varia-
tio, as great as two grades for the same book. For example, if' 
two books of the type Leifeste used in her study differed but 
one or two grades, it is impossible to deduce that one is more 
dif,icult than another. 
Elliott Study. 
41 
The reason may be sampling errors~ 
In another study using the Yoakam, 
. II 
LiVE~ly-Pressey, Patty-Painter, Gray-Leary, and Winnetka Formu-
las Elliott attempted to find consistency of' the ratings ob-
tai ed. She did this by analyzing different samples from each 
of :~e four series of current school reading books, twenty-
eig t in all, ranging from primers to sixth grade books. The 
'I 
I 
est mate of reliability was made by assigning relative posi-
tiors to each of the books written within the grade levels as-
sigred by publishers. If both were the same grade level, there 
werE I evidences of reliability or consistency. 
'I Her conclusions were that different techniques were not 
rel able enough to use with confidence. The reason for this 
I' 
was 1~bat since consistency was rated within one grade level the 
actt~lity of sampling errors would cause greater inconsistency 
amor~ the various readability techniques used. 
41Bertha v. Leifeste, 11An Investigation of the Reliabil~ 
ity of Sampling of Reading Material,tt Journal of Educational 
Research, XXXVII (February, 1944), PP.· 441-450. 
I. ; 
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Elliott's conclusions were: (1) five tecb~iques were not 
stan~ardized on or designed to test textbooks, (2) Gray-Leary 
was ~or adults, (3) Patty-Painter was based on high school text-
book~, (4) Lively-Pressey was standardized on a variety of mate-
rial~, the easiest being the second-grade level, (5) the Yoakam, 
only was specifically for textbook analysis. 42 By excluding 
prim~rs and first readers, since the Yoakam starts at the 
fourjth-grade level, Yoakam had the highest consistency. 
Yoakam Validity Studies. Very few studies have been made 
test~ng the validity of readability tor formulas through the use 
of aln independent criterion of difficulty. The majority give 
evidence of the relative agreement of the predicted order of 
difficulty as determined by some independent criterion. 
Stadtlander. In St-adtlander t s study, she constructed a 
sca1e of twenty-one passages arranged within five-point inter-
vals on the Yoakam Index. Rewritten according to the Yoakam 
Forrrula, the materials selected from intermediate books were 
fict,
1
ion, history, geography, aviation, science, and similar sub-
jecJs. After having had the Stanford Reading Test, 2,000 chil-
dre~ in grades four and sL" took the written Stadtlander tests. 
43 Lat r, Yoakam used her data for grade level standards. 
!I 
42 oatherine Janette Elliott, nA Critical Analysis of' the 
Objt ctiire Method of Measuring Reading Difficulty, n Pittsburgh 
Sch ols, XV (May, June, 1941), pp. 217-219. 
43 Jeanne s. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research 
and Application (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1958), p.BO. 
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Latimer. Latimer's validity study was based on predict-
inti religious materials .for grades tbree to eight on twelve 
te:;tbooks used in parochial schools. All but one were in the 
lpu1!lisher 1 s grade list recommendations. Of the tbree tech-
ni~~es, the Lorge:~ Flesch, and Yoakam, Latimer attempted to .find 
1
thE most valid and reliable. Again, it should be noticed in 
I 
!th·s study as well as Stadtlander's that the passages were re-
lwr tten to con.form to the Yoakam speci.fications. 44 Then, I . 
!La imer•s conclusions that the Yoakam was most valid might be 
li lqu~stioned. I.f Yoakam had predicted comprehension accurately, 
I . 
1thdn comprehension percentages should be equal. L0rge might be 
I 
lmoJie accurate at 75 per cent then the Yoakam predictions of 50 
l
lpe; cent. When di.f.ferent criteria o.f comprehension are consid-
ierEd, the Lorge grade levels agree as well as those o.f Yoakam. 45 
!1 Figurel. Another example o.f Yoakam• s validity was the 
I' ~~ in• ire ct evidence in Figure 1 1 s study. This related to grade 
ilpl:
1
cements o.f seven English classics and concerned the pre.fer-
ljenc es o.f ninth grade pupils with below average reading ability. 
I!In conclusion, the positive relationship showed that the books 
lira ·ed as easiest by Yoakam were rated more popular by pupils. 
I 
:If' di.f.ficulty may be assumed as an important .factor in popular-
~~it'' ratings, thea the conclusion is that the Yoakam Formula 
I 
! 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
44 I 
I 
I Ibid. 
I 
--
I j 45Ibid., p. 83. 
I! II 
!: 
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est mated the relative popularity and~ then~ by inference, the 
kif iculty of books. 46 
I Russell and Fea. In Russell and Fea 1 s study, sixty chil-
jdre 11 t s librarians and six readability formulas (the Dale -Chall, 
I 
Flesch, Lewerenz, Lorge, Winnetka, and Yoakam) were used to rate 
the twelve books. The Yoakam ratings averaged two grades above 
lithe librarians 1 estimates. In grade placement, Yoakam was near-
! 
\est/the Winnetka .62; but, the highest correlation was with the 
l
ba\r-ohall • 68. 47 Here, as in previous studies, the Yoakam 
li jrar: ked hard books harder. 
1 'I 
,j Smith Study. Due to the relative homogeneity of mate-
jjriE ls in terms o:f content and difficulty, the Smith study showed 
,
1
1a closer agreement of the Yoakam, Lorge, and Dale-Chall formulas 
Ius(~ on a wide variety o:f social studies materials recommended 
I !:fo 1 the fourth grade. It might be that all three :formulas pre-
di ted 50 per cent comprehension. Between the Yoakam and Lorge, 
th~re was only .22 variation, while between the Yoakam and the 
there was .04. 48 
'// 46Alla.n J. Figurel, "Relative Difficulty of Reading Mate-
ri~ls for Ninth Grade Libra.ria.ns,tt Pittsburgh Schools, XVI 
(u~nuary-February, 1942), pp. 125~138. 
•I 
l 4 7David H. Russell and HenryP. Fea, uvalidity of Six 
I,Re adability Formulas As Measures o:f Juvenile Fiction, 
11 
'Elementary School Journal, LII (November, 1951), p. 140. 
~ 48Ruth I. Smith, 11An Investigation of the Readability of R cently Published History and GeogX.. aphy Textbooks and Related M terials for the Fourth Grade / 1 Un·i versi t~ of Pittsburgh 
II
B,,lletin, XLVIII (June 5, 1952), pp. 521-5 7. 
II I ' : 
ii 
I 
.I 
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,} 
wi1.h ease and understanding results in the child 1 s growing dis-
,ta te for a work of literature. That defeats the purpose of 
50 
en oyment. 
!l 
Conttnuing~ he said, 
However, I would like to point out once again that 
all of this study and research to date has stressed the 
importance of vocabulary difficulty as a factor in read-
ability and it is the only factor common to all read-
ability formulas.51 
Later~ Craig questioned the validity and reliability of 
pr~sent-day readability formulas as predictors of grade place-
Fe t of higher levels of difficulty. While the Yoakam Formula 
~e sured the difference of books in .terms of reading grade 
lllle els, the measures resulting from this study ( Craig 1 s) were 
)us< d to indicate the relative difficulty of books, rather than 
assigning them a grade placement. 52 
!JJdan Study 
1 In this study, Jordan attempted to find the reading in-
lterests of students. Librarians used the nquestion and answertt 
method. Pupils listed the five books that they liked best. 
'ITh~n, the top twenty for each group was listed. Only 25 per 
] . 53 
II 
ce~t of the class understood the books. 
50James L. Craig, 11The Readability of Children's Litera-
tur>e, u A Report on the Tenth Conference on Reading, (Pittsburgh: 
University of' Pittsburgh, 1954) ~ p. 124.-
51Ibid., p. 115~ : 
53A. M. Jordan, Children's Interest In Reading. (Chapel 
Hi 1: University of North CarolinaiPress, 1926), p. 6. 
I' 
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Irjon Study 
In another investigation, Irion stated that the problem 
is matching the classics and their readers. Subjective classi-
fication had caused many students to lose interest in the books 
sirce many were beyond their comprehension. According to his 
firdings, many teachers have assumed that the students• literary 
b k d t . 54 ac groun was more ex enslve. 
Ba1,er Study 
This Baker study was to measure objectively the changes 
e£ ~cted in adapted school classics. Of the seventy classics, 
lfi ,ty-two were adaptations. 
I 
In addition, there was a comparison 
lof the reliability and validity o£ the Flesch and Yoakam on the 
!sane materials. Trends showed: ( 1) the striking variations 
am<ng the adaptations in terms o£ reading difficulty and faith-
fu ness to the original, (2) the striking discrepancies in the 
FlEsch and Yoakam formula ratings on the 
lth< Yoakam, the reading dif:ricul ty range 
same materials. With 
was grades three to 
te ·; with the Flesch, it was grades four to eight. While the 
i 
I 
1Fl1sch stayed at the middle range, the Yoakam scored hard books 
ha ;der. Too, Yoakam is more variable and sensitive than the 
(> 
Fl1 sch which measures sentence length as well as word length. 
Pertaining to the two formulas, Baker has said that it 
is an open question as to whether or not either of these 
1-+-------
1 I 54Theodore Irion, Comprehension Difficulties of Ninth Gr~de Students in the Study of Literature, Teachers College 
Contribution to Education, No. 189. (New York: Bureau of Pub-
lipations, Teachers College~ Columbia University, 1925), p. 2. 
I 
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for~ulas, the Flesch or the Yoakam, can be counted on to ap-
pra~se accu~ately the difficulty of materials on an adult level. 
The! 'two formulas were applied to substantially the same pas-I . 
sa~ ,~s on the same pages of the eighteen classics. In rank order 
I of :~ifficulty' the correlation was only .42. On the fifty-two 
l/adt:k1tations, the correlation was only 2.1. Again he stated that 
I I . • 
thEI lack of correlation was discouraging to the investigator. 
I 
.F'oi example, the book Moby Dick was grade seven or twelve de-
lperding on which formula was used. 55' 
I ,' liCh~ :~ette Study 
1 
/i ,: From the Charette-Flesch study on eighty-two classics, 
! 
th< conclusions reached were; (l) shortest books are easiest, 
: 
l I' (2 '•subjective element, such as interest, is missing in an 
: ~ 
ob /ective study, ( 3) through the use of formulas, a teacher Is 
l
'fo .. lleknowledge of difficult books should improve the students 1 
! 56 
co ~prehension. 
:) 
,, 
Gr 'e'se Study 
II I 
1
1 Griese attempted to determin~ the two years., 1956-58) 
puP,lication of children 1 s literature suitable from the stand-
·! I i 
'point of comprehensibility for those at intermediate grades of 
! 
! 
elt;mentary school. Using the revised Winnetka and the Spache., 
{ 
j I 
I Jl 55 rrving Baker, 11An Evaluation of the Simplified Clas-
lsi sn (unpublished Doctoral dissert~tion, University of Pitts-
bu gh, 1960), p. 100. ; 
I 
I 
II 
!, 56 Roger Charette, 11A Study of.the Readability of the 
Cl~ssics 11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
Bo~ton, 1960), p. 70. 
38 
lhe'~~de a comparison of the proportion' of suitable books avail-
' !lab e by publishers for grades and the proportion of the total 
lpullic school enrollment. His conel~sions were that there were 
1
su ficient books for intermediate anjd junior high schools. How-
JevE p_-. ~ for the primary grades there wlere insufficient books. 
IFuather cross-validation studies using large samples are needed 
I 
lbe lore conclusions can be drawn as to the extent of the correla-
. 7 
ltic n between grade placements. 5 
I 
I j Other Readability Materials. Other readability materials 
!pu1,lished include books and periodicals on 
,Bo<lks by Gray in 1935, 58 Flesch in 1943, 59 
,,Ch~ ll in 1958. 61 
readability research. 
I 
\ 
,I 
I· 
I 
1-~------
60 
Dale in 1949, and 
1 
57 Alfred A. Griese, rtReadabil~ty of Childrent s Litera-
litu.: en (unpublished Doctoral disserta'~ion, University of Pitts-
j1bu.: gh, 1960), p. ll. 
II 
5 8william. S. Gray and Bernice B. Leary, What Makes a Bool\ 
Re< dable (Chicago: University of Chicago Press;-1"935). -
'I 59 I, Rudolph Flesch, Marks of a Readable Style (New York: 
IIJBu eau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
'119 3), p. 42. ' 
, 
60Edgar Dale: Readability (Champaign, Illinois!. 
jNa ional Council of Teachers of English, 1950). 
j I 61 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research 
I an~ Application (Columbus: Ohio St~te University, 1958), ':p:- +9 .· I 
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!I Magazine articles in professional journals have been 
~um.rous. Articles by Farr, Jenkins, and Patterson,62 63 64 65 66 67 paphe, Betts, Ohall, Gray Lorge, and Wheeler and 68 Wb-e~ler have been published. 
,, 
I 
1
! II 
I 
11 
62 James Farr, James J. Jenkins, and Donald Patterson, 
11 Sitp.plification of the Flesch Reading Ease Formula,n Journal 
~applied Psychology, XXXV (October'" 1951), pp. 333-337. 
I 63George Spache, nA New Readability Formula for Primary 
/
Gra?-es Reading Materials, 11 Elementary School Journal, LIII 
(March, 1953),pp. 410-415. 
~~ I 64Emm.ett A .• Betts, 11Readabili ty; Its Application to the 
lementary School,tt Journal of Educational Research, XLII 
(February, 1949), pp. 438-45~ 
I ,! 65 Jeanne S. Ohall, ttThis Business of Readability,n Educa-
lticnal Research Bulletin, XXVI (January 14, 1947), pp. 1-13. 
I 66william S. Gray .. nProgress in the Study of Readability, 
Eldmentary School Journal, XLVII (May, 1947), pp. 490-499. 
67Irving Lorge, 11Readability Formulae--An Evaluation," 
,ElEmentary English, XXVI (February, 1949), pp. 86-95. 
ij 1 68L. R. Wheeler and V. D. Wheeler, ttselecting Appropri-
lat Reading Materials, tt Elementary E,nglish, XXV (December, 
119 8) :1· pp. 478-489. 
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III. TYPES OF READABILITY MEASUREMENTS 
There is a great need for further research in qualita-
studies; for example, in organization, logic, abstractness. 
Onl &r in quantitative measurement has the objective method been 
suc~essful. Understanding the readability problem requires a 
kno~ledge of both quantitative and qualitative measurement. 
Quaititative Measurement 
Quantitative measurement includes the vocabulary load, 
lsenvence structure, idea density, and human interest or direct-
lues~ of approach. It is considered unusual that in surveys as 
I 
11Gra!r-Leary1 s and Strang 1 s that only four elements have been use-
1jful in predicting difficulty. The inability to show the signif-
, I 
ica~ce of other factors is due primarily to the quantitative 
II 
met~od itself. Restriction of factors necessitates the need for 
!putting all factors studied into quantitative terms. As Chall 1! 
faslsaid, when objectivity.is a major goal, one easily reverts 
Ito ~ounting syllables, checking against a word list, or counting 
lthe: average number of words per sentence. Such qualitative 
i aspects of reading materials as abstractness, vagueness, or 
lill;1gical organization are sacrificed easily to the more defi-il Fit~ measures. In fact, quantitative studies of readability by 
lfheir very nature may be limiting the depth of their findings. 69 
ll 
I 
I I 69 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research ~nd Application (Columbus; Ohio State University, 1958), p. 54. 
f----lo 
I 
I 
II 
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Quai~fta t i ve Measurement 
Results reported in a study by Eackman and Kershner on 
itative measurement showed that speed and judged d.ifficulty 
lmigllt replace comprehension cheeks a~., criteria of re.adability. ~~PP~]•rently, there are tremendous gap~ in the comparison of 
70 I fac prs. 1 
In the quantitative studies, there are no satisfactory 
I 
obj~ctive procedures for meaning, content, subject matter, 
'forr~t, or organization. Pertaining to content, reading spe-
icia~ists have maintained that a reader would overcome structural 
llbarr>iers if he were sufficiently intsrested in the content. No 
. I lstct~es have been made on this problem. Also, few studies have 
beet"l reported on the format considere·d helpful in understanding 
the text. 
I I ;I 
1ta" t~;-., I l..L·. I .• 
For reading comprehension, organization is very impor-
A study on this revealed that' such devices as good topic 
jser~ences, enumeration, summaries, t®pie headings, and questions 
!aic the reader. 71 Lorge admitted that improved organization 
I 
/rather than changes in vocabulary, sentences, and personal ref-
1 
erEnces was the crucial factor contributing to the greater 
f th · 1·f· d i 72 o e s1mp 1 1e vers on. lap] eal 
I! II I 111-~'--------1 70Ibid., p. 55. 
7~rances Robinson, Effective Studi (New York: Harper 
1
an1' Bro~~ers, 1946), pp. 15-16. 
! [ Jeanne s. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research 
!an_ Application (Columbus: Ohio State University, 1958), p. 56 • 
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In spite of their many imperfections, authorities be-
lieve that the quantitative approach of readability formulas is 
I 
be ter than the subjective judgment or other methods of predict-
line reading difficulty. Since word counts measure repeatedly 
~~oc<t!Urring words, so is the difficulty discovered. An experi-
llen]ed analyst, observant of materials used, should be able to 
I . 73 
ev 1luate the adequacy of the predlcted grade levels. 
While readability formulas are far from perfect, they 
I 
'arE able to measure sequences of material in increasing diffi-
1 
leu ty with considerable reliability. 74 
I
I 
In one of the most popular readability formulas, Flesch 
Ire ealed originality in measuring abstraction. Difficult mate-
iri~ ls, he believed, had abstract conceptions. In his original 
... lfo mula, Flesch used affixes; and, in the revised formula, 
1
sy lables. Although these counts are related to abstractions, 
I 75 
11
th y are based on word structures. 
I 11 Pertaining to features of qualitative readability, sur-
!veus of experts--teachers, librarians, and publishers--agree 
I 
th~~~-t content, format, and organization contribute to the 
. I jdi~ficulty. For example, a teacher or a readability specialist 
i ' 
I jma say that a book checks at seventh grade by a formula, but it 
''~--11 l 73Irving Lorge, nword Lists as Background for Communica-
)!ti n, 11 Teachers College Records, XLV (May, 1944), pp. 543-552. 
I 1 74Gerald A. Yoakam, 11 Unsolved Problems in Reading, 11 
El. mentary English, XXXI (November, 1954), pp. 427-430. 
I 75Ibid., 169. \ 
-
i p. I 
I 
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43 
is 1~eyond the comprehension of the seventh grade. This shows 
! ! 
th 
1
lneed of more qualitative investigations. Reliability of 
est 1~mating qualitative aspects once determined may be low. 
Nev 1~rtheless ~ through the use of exact definitions and illus-tra~ive examples, there should be excellent qualitative reli-
./ 
abi,il..ity among trained analysts. 
ll 
Morriss-Holversen Study. In the field of qualitative 
readability~ Morriss-Holversen~ in 1935, developed uthe idea 
ana~ysis technique.n This meant that the difficulty of under-
standing depended on the authorts choice of words and their 
complexity. Words are easy or hard when they convey easy or 
har. ideas. Thus~ word usage and context are very important. 
I For instance,. the word ttbrook 1t may be used in these two ways: 
I ( l) "The brook ran cool," and (2) "Brook bim no end." Common 
lpra~tice in readability techniques classify "brook" easy or 
har~ according to the word list. A more valid estimate of dif-
fic~lty would evaluate the differential meanings of words or 
idets. According to the Morriss-Holversen study, there are con-
ten~ words (express ideas) and non-content words (prepositions, l ·, con~unctions and pronouns). 
II Words are listed in four classifications, according to 
the Morriss-Holversen scheme: 
I Simple words 
II 
III 
Early life 
A. Elemental experience 
I· 
! 
Concrete ideas 
A. Names of per~ons, ~hings, places~and processeE 
44 
II 
I 
II 
IV. All measures of' quantity j .. 
I A. Abstractness, quality, state of' mind 
'111 a"':~ Since there is no criterion =~ very little information l ~ bo~t its interpretation, this Morriss-Holversen Study is out-~id~ the major trends in readability measurement. Nevertheless, 
1\t mLor contribution of this stUdy was tbe importance of the 
1' I 76 kea~ing of' words. 
I Ojemann Study. Earlier, in 1934, Ojemann revealed a 
~roeedure of' judging the dif'f'iculty of' parent-education materi-
' ~~ls. As a criterion, he had passages of' 500 words taken f'rom 
~ag~zines. In this study he had, as internal f'actors, six 
I ·' beasures of' vocabulary of difficulty and eight measures of com-
~~osltion and sentence structure as q~lifiable elements. In 
ladd.tion, the qualitative factors included abstractness of' rela-
:!tic p.ships as distinguished from individual words used, obscurity 
jl t. 77 
dane incoherence in expression. 
!l 
1! As his contribution to the measurement of readability, 
'I !/OjE ~ann was the f'irst to use adult materials and adult subjects 
I 
las a criterion to establish the dif'f'iculty of passages. Then, 
~~e graded the criterion by means of comprehension questions. 
~~dq~d assistance to the cause of' measurement was the analysis of 
fa erials from qualitative variables. Thus, in spite of the 
76 Jeanne S. Chall, Readabilit{, An Appraisal of' Research 
1
Application (Columbus: Ohio Sta,e University, 1958), p. 25. 
77 
Ibid. , p. 21. 
45 
I 
fact that he was unable to use the qualitative variables in 
quaptitative terms, Ojemann did emphasize this need for further 
' 
investigation. However, the possibility of such a classifica-
tiorr was evident in the Morriss-Holversen technique. But that 
tec6n_ique had not been included in any one of the easily ap-
pli~d formulas that discriminate between words according to the 
difPiculty in context. In this area, there is a great need for I 78 
:fur1her research. 
IV. CHOICE OF YOAKAM FOR TillS STUDY 
The Yoakam Formula was chosen for the following reasons; 
(1) j:its objectivity, (2) shorter length of time, (3) grade scale 
1; 
'• mea~:urement range from grades t~~ee to twelve (even to grade 
~ eiglteen), (4) previous studies on adult fiction, (5) subject of 
man research studies, (6) one of few formulas that has had 
tho 
1
pugh reliability sampling, (7) ease of application, (8) re-
lia1le results for general literature in previous studies, (9) 
voc~:bulary-emphasized formula. 
·r As is assumed generally, the readability formulas for 
the ~ost part are objective. However,the Yoakam, having had re-
liarility sampling studies, has proof of its objectivity. In re 
lati,~n to the shorter time period, Smith, 79 in her study, has 
78 Ibid., p. 27. 
79Ruth I. Smith, 11An Investigation of the Readability of 
Rece~tly Published History and Geography Textbooks and Related 
Matewials for the Fourth Grade, tt University of Pittsburgh 
Bul~~tin, XLVIII (June 5, 1952), pp.,521-52~ 
46 
using the Dale Formula took twice the time re~uired 
cale the material as the Yoakam, and the Lorge Formula, ove 
e times the time re~uired to scale the material as the 
Then, in regard to judging at higher levels, (many for 
not), studies as Craig and Baker have used the Yoakam 
literature of high school grades 'or above. 
80 81 82 Studies as Stadtlander's, Figurel, and Elliott 
evidences of Yoakam validity and reliability. Its ease of 
ication with the Thorndike Word Book of 20,000 Words shows 
ss complicated procedure than the Flesch and other formulas. 
aining to the reliability of formulas, Yoakam has said that 
the fact that formulas are far from perfect, they 
used to place pieces of writing in rank order of diffi-
Thus, results concerning general literature should be 
reliable. 
Furthermore, the Yoakam is a vocabulary-emphasized for-
contrast with the sentence length and word length stress 
others. Various studies have proved that the vocabula 
80Elizabeth L. Stadtlander, nA Scale for Determining and 
luating the Difficulty of Reading Materials for the Inter-
te Grades,tt University of Pittsburgh Bulletin, XXXV 
ctober, 1938), pp. 347-352. 
81J. Allan Figurel, "Relative Difficulty of Reading 
erial for Ninth Grade Literature, 11 Pittsburgh Schools, XVI 
anuary-February, 1942), pp. 125-138. 
82catherine Janette Elliott,; nA Critical Analysis of the 
:jective Method of Measuring Readipg Difficulty, n Pittsburgh 
ols, XV (May-June, 1941), pp. ,201-209. 
~~---- I 
4? 
is related most significantly to all criteria of difficul 
Concerning formulas 7 more studies should be made on the 
of the findings in different formula studies. To 
the grade placement scores of one formula in terms of 
on different internal factors, there should be 
research comparing the grade placement indexes of the most 
ly used formulas on the same materials. More cross-
1 dation studies should be made at higher levels. 
As one of its purposes, this Yoakam study attempts to 
e the Flesch with the Yoakam Formula on eighty-two clas-
in rank order of difficulty and 'according to grade levels. 
Finding the degree of correlation between the two differ-
. formulas, the vocabulary-emphasized Yoakam and the sentence 
word length stress of the Flesch is another purpose of this 
stigation. 
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CHAPTER III 
'l 
I 
II 
I, 
! H _ ;e'J;::t-TP,:!l::tJGS, SU]JThlf-ARY _, coN GLUSI ONS _, RECOMMENDATI o~s,. , -: 
I 
I. READING DIFFICULTY L:flJ07EL FINDINGS I 
'I 
,, ! 
jYoa .:Jk Re;·ding Measurement Iii: 
J l ~J.k.~·Eighty-two classics were measw.red with the Yoakam read-
ia
l bi ity formulas. According to the ~pecifications outlined in 
II 
Cha ·,"tf1er I, the Yoakam Formula was applied to ten pages at 
I 11
1
' ~1· . -
spa. ejd intervals throughout each of i:l.·he eighty-two classics. 
I ,. ~he ~~an. ge was from Grade 5.3 to 12. }±n ascending order of dif-1- , l ' I 
/'tic, Ity, Table I shows the eighty-two, classics according to the 
!: 
~ l 
Yoa·am grade levels. 
Com··tMrison of the Investigatort s Stu4~ of the Yoakam Formula 
I II --- ' l 11 with Charette's Study of the~tflesch Formula 
I 
and the Flesch Formulas. The Return ·of the Native was forty-
-- ----
nin :-h in rank order and Pride and ~J;'.E(judice, sixty-first. 
!I 
In Table III, the divergence of the Flesch from the 
'I 
Yoa~am Formula scores, shows the Yoak,am eighty-two grade levels 
ariLEged in descending order of diff~culty. Then, the equiva-
~- ler: t Flesch sceres were plotted. Th~;? Flesch range, Grades 5 to 
'~ 
'~ 
f 
' 
TABLE I 
11GRADE LEVEL OF CLASSICS ACCORDING TO THE YOAKAM FORMULA 
l. 
' 
1\L 
lnk 
: 
1 
2 
3 
I 4 
·5 
' 6 
I 7 
8 
II 
9 
il1o 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
llL 
: 
!I 
(arranged in asc.ending order of' difficulty) 
Grade 
Level 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.7 
5.9 
6.1 
6.1 
6.3 
6.5 
6.7 
6.7 
6.9 
7 
7.1 
7.2 
7.2 
7.3 
7.4 
7.5 
Title 
Little Women 
The Bible--The Revised Edition 
How Green Was My Valley 
Portrait of Jennie 
Beyond Sing the Woods 
Bambi 
My Antonia 
' Tom.Sawyer 
Huckleberry Finn 
Northwest.Passage 
Romeo and. Juliet 
Rebecca 
Parnas.sus on Wheels 
The Human Comedy 
Great Expectations 
Pitcairn 1.s Island 
-Lorna Doone 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
The Three Musketeers 
l 
50 
Rank 
I 20 
I 
21 
22 
23 
24 
,, 25 
26 
27 
~28 
lz9 
<30 
I 131 
132 
33 
34 
h5 
b6 
I 
37 
!j 
B8 
,, 
u-rade 
Level 
7-5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.6 
7.6 
7.6 
7.7 
7.7 
7.8 
7.8 
7-9 
7.9 
8.1 
8.2 
8.2 
8.3 
8.3 
8.3 
8.3 
8.3 
8.3 
8.4 
Title 
Mutiny on.the Bounty 
Giants in the Earth 
Kidnapped. 
The Good Earth 
The Best of Clarence Day 
Robinson Crusoe 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Treasure Island 
Ethan Frome 
Abraham Lincoln 
Gulliver's Travels 
David Copperfield 
Men Against the Sea 
Westward Hot 
As You Like It 
Two Years Before the Mast 
The Deerslayer 
Gone With the Wind 
Wuthering Heights 
The Virginian 
The Count. of Monte Cristo 
A Treasury of Sherloc.k Holmes 
Captains Courageous 
Ben Hur 
Don Quixote of La.Mancha 
51 
-
-- - --
--
-
----
--- ~ ------- - - --- ---~ - - -- -
I 
52 
I 
Graa:e 
e Rank Level Title 
45 8, .4 The Yearling 
46 8.5 Jane Eyre 
47 8.5 A Christmas Carol 
II 48 8.5 Johnny Tremain 
49 8.5 The Return of the Native I 
50 8.6 Drums 
II 51 8.6 Les Miserables 
52 8.7 Death Comes for the Archbishop 
53 8.7 Anna and the King of Siam 
I 54 8.7 Cyran0 de_Bergerae 
I 55 8.9 Rabble in Arms 
56 9 The Last· of the Mohicans 
e 
I 57 
! 
9 Julius Caesar 
58 9.2 John Brown 1 s Body 
59 9.3 Ivanhoe· 
60 9.4 Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the 
Sea 
:1 
61 9.5 Pride and Prejudice 
62 9.5 Oliver Twist 
6J 9.5 The Black Arrow 
64 9.5 - The Bridge of.San_Luis Rey 
65 9.6 Hamlet 
66 9.8 Vanity Fair 
67 10 The Scarlet Letter 
68 10 Lo_st Horizon 
e 69 10 Wind, Sand_, and Stars 
i 53 
!t 
e Grade Rank Level Title 
70 10.1 Poor Richard's Almanac 
71 10.1 Moby Dick 
72 10.2 The Call of the Wild 
73 10.:3 The Red. Badge of Courage 
. 74 10.3 The .House of Seven Gables 
I 
75 10.5 A Connecticut Yankee in King 
·I Arthur*s Court 
76 10.5 Kim 
77 10.9 The Prince and the.Pauper 
178 10.9 White Fang 
79 11 War and Peace 
80 11.2 Last Days of Pompei.i 
e 1\81 11.4 The Robe 
82 12 Arrowsmith 
rr 
l 
' 
" 
e 
~- ', <t 
TABLE II ,. 
i~~'·(· ··.·.·· -· +' .·•\:~;~~--· 
GMIDE LEVEL SCORES OF DIFFICULTY OF THE EIGHTY-TWO CLASSICS 
Yoakam 
Title 
ACCORDING TO TliE YOAKAM ANJD. FLESCH FORMULAS 
(arranged in ascendi~g order of difficulty) 
Grade GraG.e 
Level Rank Level 
Fleseb 
Title 
Little Wometa 5.3 (1) 5 Gyratae de Bergerae 
The Bible--The Revised Edition 5.4 (2) 5 Portrait ef Jennie 
How Green Was My Valley 5 .• 5 ( 3) 6 KiQ.na])ped 
-· "~---··~ 
P0rtrait 0f Jennie 5.7 (4) 6 Hamlet 
Beyond Sing t~e W0ods 5.~ (.S) 6 The r>eerslayer 
Ba:mmi 6.1 (~) 6 Tom Sawyer 
My Antonia 6.1 (7) (!) John Brewn°s Bedy 
-
Tem Sawyer 6.3 (6) 6 Blaek Arr<Dw 
Huckleberry Finn 6.5 (~) 6 Vanity Fair 
N0rthwest Passage 6.7 (lQ) 6 Jalile Eyre 
Romeo and Juliet 6.7 (11) 6 Treasure Island 
<I 
01 
1-P-
e 
'£,,. 
Rebecca 
Parnassus on Wheels 
Human Comedy 
Great Expectations 
Pitcairn~s Island 
Lorna Doone 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
The Three Musketeers 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
Giants in the Earth 
K~_CI.napped 
The Good Earth 
The Best of Clarence Day 
Robinsoe Crusoe 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Treasure Island 
Ethan Frome 
Abraham Lincoln 
--·-
6.9 
7 
e 
(12) 
(lJ) 
7.1 (14) 
7.2 (15) 
7.2 (16) 
7.3- {17) 
7.4 (18) 
7·5 (19) 
7.5 (20) 
? .. 5 ( 21) 
7 .• 5 (22) 
7 .• 5 (2J) 
7.5 (24) 
7 .• 5 (25) 
7.6 {26) 
7.6 (2?) 
7.6 (28) 
7.7 (29) 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
e 
The Bible--The Revised Edition 
--- -
Lost Horizon 
Captains Courageous 
Bambi 
How Green Was My Valley 
Anna and the King of Siam 
The Yearling 
Romeo and Juliet 
Julius Caesar 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
The Red Badge of Courage 
Moby Dick 
Wind, Sand, and Stars 
A Connecticut Yankee in King 
Arthur's Court 
Beyond Sing the Woods 
Tb.e Prince and the Pauper 
Kim 
My Antonia 
01 
01 
e 
Gulliver's Travels 
----tt-I>avid Copperfielli 
Men Against the Sea 
Westward Hot 
As You Like It 
Two Years Before the Mast 
The Deerslayer 
Gone With the Wind 
Wuthering Heights 
The Virginian 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
A Treasury of Sherlock Holmes 
Captains Courageous 
Ben Hur 
Don Quixote of La Mancha 
The Yearling 
Jane Eyre 
A Christmas Carol 
Johnny Tremain 
e 
7.7 (30) 
(.-8 <31Y 
7.8 (32J 
7.9 (33) 
7. 9 ( 34) 
8.1 (3.5J 
8.2 {36) 
8. 2 (J7) 
8.3 (J8) 
8.3 (39} 
8.3 (40) 
8.3 (41) 
8. 3 (42) 
• 
8.3 {43) 
8.4 (44) 
8.4 (45) 
8.5 (46) 
8.5 (4?) 
8.5 (48) 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
Westward Hot 
The Virgfiiian 
The Good Earth 
Huckleberry Finn 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
Rabble in Arms 
White Fang 
Pitcairn°s Island 
Les Miserables 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
Johnny Tremain 
e 
·Death Comes for the Archbishop 
A Treasury of Sherlock Holmes 
Men Against the Sea 
Abraham Lincoln 
As You Like It 
Parnassus on Wheels 
The Call of the Wild 
Wuthering Heights 
01 
(J) 
(t @a; 
-
The Return of the Native 8.5 r49> 7 The Return of the Native 
~ .JtDrums 8-. 6-,~ l2oJ 7 Rebecca _-'_- - __ .. __ ===1F "--
Les Miserable$ 8.6 (51) 7 The Robe 
Death Comes for the Archbishop 8.7 (52) 7 
Anna and the King of Siam 8.7 (53) 7 
Cyrano de Bergerac 8.7 (54) 8 
Rabble in Arms 8 •. 9 (55) 8 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Julius Caesar 
John Brown's Body 
Ivanhoe 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea 
Pride and Prejudice 
Oliver Twist 
Black Arrow 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
Hamlet 
Vanity Fair 
The Scarlet Letter 
9 . {56) 8 
9 .. (57) 8 
9~2 {58). 8 
9 •. j (59) 8 
9.4 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
9.5 
9.6 
9.8 
10 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67) 
8 
8 
g 
8 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
Lorna Doone 
Oliver Twist 
The Best of Clarence Day 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Northwest Passage 
Little Women 
Drums 
Gulliver 8s Travels 
Arrowsmith 
Pride and Prejudice 
The House of Seven Gables 
Ben Bur 
Great Expectations 
The Human Comedy 
Two Years Before the Mast 
Don Quixote 
01 
'1 
_jl• 
Lost Horizon 10 
----tt-Wi:nd. · Sand~ am Stars 1-u 
Poor Richard's Almanac 
Moby Dick 
The Cal.l of the Wild 
The Red Badge of Courage 
The House of Seven Gables 
A Connecticut Yankee in King 
Arthur's Court 
Kim 
The Prince and the Pauper 
White Fang 
War and Peace 
Last Days of Pompeii 
The Robe 
Arrowsmith 
10.1 
10~1 
10.2 
10~3 
10.3 
10.3 
10.5 
10.9 
10.9 
11 
11.2 
11:4 
12 
e 
Tosr 
< 
·\09} 
(70) 
(71) 
(72) 
(73) 
{74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
9 
" 9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
ll 
11 
12 
14.5 
Gone With the Wind 
-·l'ia.n_ li'rome 
The Three Musketeers 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Robinson Crusoe 
The Scarlet Letter 
A Christmas Carol 
Last Days of Pompeii 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
Poor Richard's Almanac 
-
-:::=r •. _ 
TweRty Thousand Leagues Under 
· · the Sea 
David Copperfield 
Ivanhoe 
War and Peace 
Giants in the Earth 
en 
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'Q ,, 1! · · I 
j! fev '\ exceptions, the Flesch average grade level scores were defi-1 
li ' I 
ij ni te_' ly lower than the Yoakam grade l~ve l scores.\ I
'! I I 
/1 Consistently, authors of the ~arious formulas have main- 1 
1: I 
lj ta ·' ed that formulas are not perfect' in respect to grade levels ·I' 
:: 1\ 
1: Li ts are fairly reliable in rating the rank order of reading li 
books. The findings in this study reveal that 
different formulas, the Yoakam and the Flesch, show no com-
li di 
iitw I! 
However, the different bases of 'I mo 'ltrend in the rank order. 
' I I bo : , the vocabulary-emphasized Yoakam and the sentence and 
JJ wo 'h length stress of the Flesch Formula, might account for 
II th .1,1 discrepancy. II 
It IJ ; In relation to this problem, Chall has concluded that 
ijmost applicational studies showed little awareness of predic-
l 
!tin errors and even less awareness of the lack of one-to-one I , 
11 re .itionship between the indexes from the various. formulas. 1 
1
1
1 As · rnest Horn has said, uif newer formulas are not used more 
I II 
1\ju iciously, the formulas and users will come into disrepute. 2 
I 
I Statistical Analysis of the Consistency of the Two For-
lmu In a statistical analysis as to the significance of the 
i 
lj co sistency of both methods, the Yoakam and the Flesch Formu-
1 
!las, the findings showed 85 per cent (not a high degree of 
I' si ificance) that the Flesch Formula was more consistent in il ~~--~~. 1 Jeanne S. Chall, Readability, An Appraisal of Research I an 1 Application (Columbus: Ohio StateUniversity, l958),p. 169 
"'~"'--=-~~--=-.i ,-- -~- ~--"---~.:::~:~~:..__:_~~ ----~=---c---. .c.~~'~'====:"-. --~-..:-~.__'~~-:o--- .- -~--""'-----~ -~-~-'- ---'~ -- -=-'!--,= 
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~.c::=-c:-__ . 'IL_ ... ~,;~ -·-~-,.' ~.--·==:-·-~~=-~-C""""=""===::;;:===;;;:::: e liit:l ratings than the Yoakam Formula. This difference in con~-==tf===o:--= 
/lsi~ tency could occur by pure chance fifteen times in one 
,, :I 3 
ilhmldred. 
II , 
!I 
I' 
11 Statistical Analysis of the Average Grade Level of the 
!ITwc \Formulas. The difference noted here was based on the sample d-1 ~~of eighty-two classics. This difference could happen by chance 
1!1e:: s than one time in one hundred. Thus, a high degree of con-
!1ifid~nce was indicated, 95 per cent. It is a certainty that the 
I' , 
!iFle'kch method of grading books by word and sentence length tend-
lied to place the books in a lower grade than did the Yoakam with 
lithe. word difficulty emphasis. This is purely a trend of the two 
ilsystems, not implying which is more correct. As noted in Table 
j!rrr~ a typical Yoakam trend was seen. The Yoakam Formula, with 
e 1 few· exceptions, ranked the hard books harder and the easy books 
I 
leas .... er. 
ii In continuing the statistical analysis of testing 
~~~Yoa~ram' s method of grading books as opposed to Flesch's, there 
1 II' 
lwas I an at·t:;empt to determine if there were any degree of signifi-
'1 
lcanpe noted in the average grade level and general consistency. 
Formula Mean 
II 
II 
I 
Yoakam 8.46 
Flesch 7.95 
~--+-----1 
I 3
statistical Analysis by James M. 
Norpert, Engineers at Raytheon Company. 
1App1ndix for mathematical data. 
I 
Standard Deviation 
1.55 
1.37 
Smaha and Stanley J. 
Refer to p. 131 in 
{I I 
II li ; ~~~-----~J~-~ '-- --- ~-~ .. ~~-~-~~- The Yoak~~ average grade level was 8.46 as opposed to the 
lrl ,sch average grade level, 7 .95. This showed a difference of 
lj·5 . The Flesch standard deviation, 1.37, was .18 lower than 
'l'ith ~Yoakam Formula standard deviation of 1. 55. Again, this 
Ish 1 ed the greater consistency of the Flesch Formula. I , 
11 . In Table IV, the Yoakam divergence from the Flesch scores 
1wa 'f plotted. The eighty-two Flesch grade levels were arranged 
I 
I in ~escending order of difficulty. Then, the eighty-two equiva-
11 
'I le_ ''t Yoakam scores were plotted. Again, as in Table III, the 
;! 
1~m trend of higher scoring was evident. 4 
Histograms--Statistical Grade Levels of the Yoakam and 
Flesch Formulas. Two histograms of the grade levels of bot 
Flesch and the Yoakam show the distribution of the number of 
per grade level. In the Yoakam range of grade levels, 5.3 
on eighty-two classics is quite a normal distribution but 
s bimodal. 
In the comparison of the number of books at all grade 
lle [els, findings showed that Grade 7 in both the Flesch and the 
Yo kam studies had the greatest number graded at that level. I 
th . Flesch study there were thirty-tD~ee books at that level. 
In I the Yoakam study, there were twenty-two. 
Grade Yoakam Flesch Difference 
II 
7 22 33 11 
6 7 18 11 
1 4statistical Analysis by James M. Smaha and Stanley J. 
Refer to p. 131 in 
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Grade 
Level 
14 X 
13 
12 X 
11 X X 
10 X X X 
9 xxxxxxxx 
-----------
8 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
7 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
6 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
5 X X 
Figure 1. The Flesch Grade Level Distribution of the Eighty-two 
Classics 
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(J) 
·I ~Po 
I 
e 
Grade 
Level 
12 X 
ll X X X 
e 
10 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
9 xxxxxxxxxxx 
.. ··--- -"'""" --·· 
c.-- -•· ----------
8 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
7 X X, X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
6 xxxxxxx 
5 xxxxx 
Figure 2. The Yoakam Grade Level Distribution of the 
Eighty-two Classics 
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I! Two books out of only eighty-two classics were listed at I I I 1: 
rhe :!same grade level according to the Yoakam and the Flesch 
rorr :ulas. 
~~ : Yoakam Title 
!1 Grade 7 Parnassus on Wheels 
1: I 
lj. Grade 9 The Last of the Mohicans 
Flesch 
Grade 7 
Grade 9 
I \ I 
I! . Approximately 2 per cent of the eighty-two classics had 
!khe,same grade reading scores for bo~h the Flesch and the Yoakam 
~~orr• ulas. 5 I 
1\ Table V shows the number of books at each grade level 
I 
lace Drding to the Yoakam and Flesch F~rmulas. For the Yoakam 
ror ula~ the grades were 5 to 12~ while the Flesch Formula was 
!fro Grades 5 to 14. Grade 7 showed the greatest number of 
~~oo J::s for both formulas; however, Grades 6 and 7 showed the 
1, ' llgre~~est difference in number of books between the two formulas. 
'I .. 
lft ~4e twelfth grade level for both the Yoakam and Flesch formu-
llas ' there was only one book. I ~ 
I 
I 
I 
~ 5Ibid., Refer to Appendix, p. 131. 
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TABLE V 
GRADE LEVEL DISTRIBUTION OF THE EIGHTY-TWO CLASSICS 
(according to the Yoakam and Flesch Formulas) 
.. 
I Yoakam Flesch 
Number of Number of 
Grade Books Grade Bo0ks 
! 
' 
' 14 l 
13 0 
12 l 12 l ,, 
ll 3 ll 2 
e 10 12 
.. 10 3 
9 11 9 8 I 8 21 8 14 
:I 7 22 7 33 
6 7 6 18 
5 5 5 2 
r 
·I 
I 
,e I 
II 
II 
I. 
1 Possibility of Grade Level Er~ors. Grading boo'ks within 
I ' 
lone or two grade levels may show inv~lid conclusions. As ex-
tpla,E).ed in a previous chapter~ diffe:Pences as great as two 
gra.es may appear when no differences actually exist. In other 
~or s, if two books of the type Leif~ste had used in her Yoakam 
or two grades, valid conclusions on the 
tive difficulty could not be made. 
6 
to sampling errors. 
Such variations may be 
Below is a list of some of the classics, in ascending 
ord r of difficulty, that were within one grade level according 
to ~0th the Yoakam and the Flesch Formulas; 
Yoakam Title Flesch 
5.4 The Bible--The Revised Standard 6 
Edition 
5.5 How Green Was My Valley 6 
5 .. 7 Portrait of Jennie 5 
6.1 Bambi 6 
6.1 My Antonia 7 
6.3 Tom Sawyer 6 
6.5 Huckleberry Finn 7 
6.7 Romeo and Juliet 6 
6.9 Rebecca 7 
' ' 
I 7 
Parnassus on 1Jilheels 7· 
i 
7.2 Pitcairn• s Island 
·i 7 
7.3 L.orna Do one 7 
~ 
' 
6Gerald A. Yoakam~ Basal Read~ng Instruction (New York: 
iMcGr"aw-Hill Company, 1955), p. 333. · 
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ll 
(1 
I 
"i 
\I ,, 
I: 
II 
lj 
I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
i 
j 
I 
I 
II 
., 
I, 
II 
I 
\I 
t=Y~~kam 
7.4 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
7.6 
7.7 
7.7 
7.8 
7.9 
7.9 
8.1 
8.2 
8.3 
8.4 
8.5 
8.6 
9 
9.4 
10.1 
-Title 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
The Best of Clarence Day 
The Good Earth 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Abraham Lincoln 
Gulliver's Travels 
Men Against the Sea 
Westward Ho 1 
As You Like It 
Two Years Before the Mast 
Gone With the Wind 
Ben Hur 
Don Quixote 
A Christmas Carol 
Drums 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Twenty Thousand Leagues 
Under the Sea · 
Poor Richard's Almanac 
Flesch 
7 
8 
7 
7 
8 
7 
8 
7 
7 
7 
8.5 
9 
8 
8.5 
9 
8 
9 
10 
10 
itr ~e 
lhalre 
As Chall has said, too often the formulas were used as 
measures of reading difficulty grade placement. Indexes 
been accepted as valid indicators of the reading diffi-
cu11ty of the book. 
I 
The majority of the applicational studies 
halre shown little awareness of prediction errors and even less 
69 
70 
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l~e es from the various formulas. 
il 
11 
i I 
Conclusions concerning suitable difficulty usually were 
lma purely on the basis of the grade placement index of the ii 
lr 
ifa ticular formula. In the recent Baker study, the correlation 
l~etreen the Yoakam and the Flesch grade levels computed by the 
7 
I' II 
1ra difficulty method was only .42. 
I' 1\co "arison of Two Yoakam Studies (Baker and Investigator) 
j: II 
i! 
li ~~a 
Table VI shows a comparison of sixteen classics from the 
study (recent dissertation) with sixteen classics in the 
~~ 'I l!in 13stigatort s study, both graded according to the Yoakam 
II !' 
liFo 1kula. 
1! I In the investigator's study, the sixteen classics were ilu in descending order of grade levels, while the sixteen 
!lid ntical Baker classics were plotted. Little correlation is 
1! I! 
l!ev lrent between the two studies in Table V. 
I' 
I 
j / Mean Standard Deviation 
II' 
11 
Baker 9 • 68 2. 28 
I . 
1\ II Investigator 8.25 1.17 
!1 It is obvious that Baker 1 s average grade level was 9.68 
lias !(Opposed to the investigator's average grade level of 8.25. II · · 
l
!lTh Is is a difference of 1.43 grade levels .. 
I . Baker's standard deviation was 2.28 while the investi-
'ga lor's was 1.17, a difference of 1.11. It appears incongruous 
. 1----#-11 __ 
. 11 II 7Irving D. Baker, "An Evaluation of the Simplified Clas-
~-~-____jl~];·• s~ (~~~t~i~~e~6~octoral dissertation, Un~versit~ of Pitts-~~-~~~---1'·-~g-~ - . . .. - -· . ·-- ., . -·-~- - ·- . . --~ ~--.. . - ----
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;ttha, , uslng the same formula and the same sixteen identical 
d II II : ' ,, ![boo , s, there 
ij : l~he ·standard 
is a difference of 1.43 in grade level and 1.11 in 
deviation. 8 
j! il As seen in Table VII, the rank order of the sixteen clas-1 
ii ' I 
!!sic of both this study and Baker 1 s, only two of the sixteen I 
(\cla sics have exact rank order. However, they did not have the IJ,I' 
li l!sam grade levels. None of the remainder of the classics had 
li 'I 
1/ei tier of these factors. I 
!i l! Rank Title Investigator's I 
i\ de 9. 5 ( 9) David Copperfield 
'• !i 
ll 
Ji The sampling procedure for eabh differed to some degree. 
'i' . I, 
,IFor! the Baker study, not fewer than eight nor more than sixteen 
II I ii " 
llpa e~ were selected at random at evenly spaced intervals (every 
iltwe tieth page) and then measured with the Yoakam Formula. In 
il 
!leo 
l!fO 
li 1 1\ei to sixteen samplings in the Baker study. 1! 
li lfl !! In this study, also, the ten tpages were chosen at evenly ll 
lisp intervals. For example, if t~e book contained two hun- ·1 
lidr a and fifty pages, this would be 1di vided by ten (number of ' 
il J li 
lisa :plings for each book). As a resJlt, twenty-five meant that 
I il 
lev !Py twenty-fifth page was sampled. 
I I 
Grade 7.8 
de 10.5 (12) The Last of the Mohicans Grade 9 
trast, in this study, the number of page samplings was ten I . 
:each of the eighty-two classics ~s opposed to the varied 
I . 
'I '\ I : 11-*-------ll 8statistical Analysis by James M. Smaha and Stanley J. 
I· ilNo bert, Engineers at Raytheon Company. Refer to p. 131 in 
\lAp iendix for mathematical data. 
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TABLE VII 
-.: - .; ... 
(Baker) Title 
Robinson Crusoe 
Gulliver's Travels 
Huckleberry Finn 
L0rna Doone 
A COMPARISON OF BAKER'S AND THE INVESTIGATOR'S 
YOAKAM SCORES OF SIXTEEN CLASSICS 
(arranged in ascending order of difficulty) 
Grade Grade 
Level Rank Level (Investigator) 
6~9 (l) 6.3 Tom Sawyer 
8.0 (2) 6 • .5 Huckleberry Finn 
8.1 (J) 7.3 Lorna Doon.e 
8 • .5 (4) 7 . .5 Robinson Crusoe 
Title 
A Connecticut Yankee in 8.8 (.5) 7 • .5 Kidnapped 
King Arthur's Court 
Treasure Island 8.9 (6) 7.6 A Tale Qf Two Cities 
Kidnapped 9.2 ( 7) 7.6 Treasure Island 
Tom.Sawyer 9.2 (8) 7.7 Gulliver's Travels 
David Copperfield 9 • .5 (9) 7.8 David Copperfield 
A Tale of Two Cities 10.2 (10) 8.1 Two Years Before the Mast 
Oliver Twist 10.) {11) 8 • .5 Jane Eyre 
-'I 
CN 
e e • 
The Last of the Mohicans 10 • .5 (12) The Last of the Mohicans 
9 l . < <c~ 
. ) 9 • .3- Ivanhoe '-. • lO.? ., (1~- - • · .. u 
.. 11. k~r.e · · · · 
9
, 
5 
Ou ver Twist 
Two Years Before the Mast 
Ivanh0e 
Moby Dick 
10.8 (14) 
12.1 
12.1 
(15) 
(16) 
10.1 
10.5 
M0by Dick 
A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur's Court 
-'1 
1-P-
I' ,/ 
II 
II 
II I 
I' I ~~ :\ . This fluctuation of eight to sixteen pages could mean 
~~he:Fnclusion of additional words if sixteen pages were used in 
,, ,, 
ljconttrast with ten. Since the identical procedure was not fol-
!ilow~a, all of these variations may have caused different Yoakam 
I II jgra~f results. 
,I ;: Statistical Analysis of the Average Grade Level of the 
~~~· :j Formulas. There is a pronounced and significant difference 
.lbet~een Baker's and this study 1 s grading of books. This study's 
I i, jlow~~ grade levels show 99 per cent ~onfidence (could happen by 
lcha~ce less than once in a hundred). A. major discrepancy exists 
I : 
llbet~~en Baker 1 s sixteen classics t Yoakam grade levels and this 
llstu~i1 1 s eighty-two classics 1 Yoakam grade levels. 
l
l'l : .. : :' There is, also, a major discrepancy of greater than 99 
il 
1jperll :cent between Bakert s Yoakam grade level scores and the in-
l!ves~igatort s grade level scores on the same sixteen classics. li lj. 
jThete is a 99 per cent confidence that Baker's scores have no 
lcor~elation whatsoever with the investigator's sixteen classics 
)I ,I ' I 
!)nOr rWi th the inVeStigator I S eighty-tWO clasSiCS I grade levels , 
II .i ;: Statistical Analysis of the Consistency of the Two 
II ' iFoimulas. Concerning the significant differences in consist-
lien w of grading, definite discrepancies arise. In the compari-
1
11 sonjl of Baker t s and the investigator• ~ sixteen classics, there 
I l : 
. jlis a 99 per cent confidence (by pure chance would happen less 
!I ! 11th2ll' one out of a hundred) that the investigator• s is more con-
'1 
1
1
si::: tent. Again, in comparing the. Eaker-Yoakam sixteen classics 
to ~he investigator's Yoakam eighty-~wo classics, there is a 
I . l·. 
75 
198 1 er cent c®n:fidence (only twice out of a hundred) that the 
:invl sjtigator' s eighty-two classics 1 grade levels are more con-
I f, 
I '/ 
Isis ent than Baker 1 s. There is greater: than 99 per cent con:fi-
lfen e level that the investigator is 
1
more consistent than Baker .. 
'~ga ~' the correlation is made that ~akerts sixteen classics do 
bot qprrelate with the investigator's sixteen classics nor with 
I '· 
~he ~rvestigator 1 s eighty-two classics. 
I! 
II 
i 
Conclusions Drawn :from the Analysis. From findings, it 
I !lJ.a.s "tp;een noted that Baker is signi:fiqantly different :from the 
I ,, I , \inVl E~~igator' s Yoakam based on sixte~n classics and the investi-
jlgat ~Jj, s Yoakam based on eighty-two c~assics in mean value and, ~~ls,1 11 in e0nsistency. There appears ·to be a definite incon-kru,t in his method of scoring the 1ixteen books. Since 
~~oa ·am1 s average grading of books waS significantly higher tban 
~~le 1
1 
f 1 s , Baker 1 s is eomple tel y out J f cbara<:t er with both, 
liespl~ially Flesch, being in the magn:i).tude o:f 99.9 per cent. 9 
I 
I 
IMea .. l)l;rement of Major Characters 
I II According to the definition of the term major character 
\and the procedure :fully explained in Chapter I, a number o:f 
I !~a· aj•+! characters :for each of the eighty-two classics were list-
' II 
ed. i!Table VIII lists the approximate number of major characters 
!in he classics arranged in ascending order of difficulty. The 
!mea! for the number of characters for the eighty-two classics 
I \ras 9.6 or lG. 
~~hi e the mean for the second half was 13. Within the second 
, I 
The mean :for the first forty-one books was 5 
9 Ibid., Refer to Appendix, p. 131. 
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~I TABLE VIII· 
i ·.APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF MA.JOR CHARACTERS IN THE CLASSICS 
'I 
ii 
Rank 
l 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
(arranged in ascending order of difficulty) 
Title 
Poor Richard 1 s Almanac 
Death Comes for the Archbishop 
The Prince and the Pauper 
Robinson Crusoe 
Men Against the Sea 
Wind, Sand, and Stars 
Ethan Frome 
Huckleberry Finn 
The Red Badge of Courage 
The Best of Clarence Day 
Beyond Sing the Wooo.s 
The Good Earth 
My Antonia 
Don ~uixote of La Mancha 
A Christmas Carol 
Rebecca 
The Scarlet Letter 
The Call of the Wild 
Parnassus on Wheels 
Giants in the Earth 
Characters 
l 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
77 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
il 6 
1: 
7 
'7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
The Yearlimg 
Gulliver•s Travels 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea 
Tom Sawyer 
The House of Seven Gables 
Kim 
Moby Dick 
Portrait of Jennie 
Ben Hur 
The Human Comedy 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
The Virginian 
The Deerslayer 
Two Years Before the Mast 
The Return of the Native 
Lost Horizon 
Captains Courageous 
Last Days of Pompeii 
A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur• s Court 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
The Three Musketeers 
Les Miserables 
Pitcairn's Island 
The Cl.oister and the Hearth 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
.6 
6 
'6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
78 
II 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
Abraham Lincoln 
Julius Caesar 
Hamlet 
The Black Arrow 
Kidnapped 
Treasure Island 
Lorna Doone 
Arrowsmith 
White Fang 
Bambi 
As You Like It 
Romeo and Juiiet 
Little Women 
Pride and Prejudice 
Wuthering Heights 
David Copperfield 
Johmly Tremain 
Westward H0t 
Gone With the Wind 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
Vanity Fair 
The Last of the Mohicans 
A Tale of Two. Cities 
John Brown's Body 
Jane Eyre 
Anna and the King of Siam 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
79 
'· 
I: . 
I"· 80 
\ 
li 
e 12 How Green Was My Vall~y 12 
t '' 12 Northwest Passage 12 
12 Ivanhoe 12 
I; 12 Great Expectations 12 
i 
il' 13 The Rabe 15 ,, 
!1' 
'\ 
! . 14 Drums 17 
" 
' 
' 
14 Oliver Twist 17 
! 15 The Bible--The Revised Standard 19 
' Edition 
16 War and Peace I" 22 I,: 
!( I 
I'! 
17 Rabble in Arms 25 
18 A Treasury of Sherlock Holme.s lJl 
e 
' 
' I 
I 
i 
! 
i ,, 
i I. 
I 
' 
., 
,, 
-
I 
li 
II 
81 
•I 
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'11hali? were some books with the higher Yoakam grade levels. Some 
. I , 
lat ~igher grade levels appeared to have more characters. 
i , Characters Title Grade Level 
,I I ' 22 War and Peace 11 
II 
II The Robe 15 11.2 
l ',, Is there a relationship between the Yoakam grade levels 
I 
!land the number of major characters per grade level and the num-
l!ber <;>f scene shifts per grade level? 
Table IX shows each classic according to the Yoakam grade 
.I ,. : 
1 lev~1, the number of major characters, and the number of scene 
I ' 
r\shi ~t\s for each of the eighty-two classics. It was evident 
I wit ~0'ut any s ta tis tical analysis that there was no correlation 
,
11
wshJ... ac :i.,!:,··,··.p-eJ... vtherthoef the scene shifts for each of the eighty-two clas-
P vv grade level and the number of major characters for 
Ileac~ of the classics. I 
l I 
I 'I Statistical Analysis of Grade Levels and Major Charac-
1 I! 
!iter~ •i Grades 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 12 showed no significant dif-
11 II ; 11fer~nce as to the correlation of characters with the grade level 
II (be ~ow 80 per cent confidence level) in the number of characters 
!per'grade level. No definite conclusions on grades and charac-
lter I could be reached. Grade 7 appeJred to be significant ver-
I I 
sus'this number of books. The degree of significance :fell 
i 
witPin a 99 per cent confidence level. It would indicate 
l str~ngly, from the sequence of grades versus the number of char-~ ) ' act rs per grade level, that a correlation between the number ofi 
cha~l acters and Grade 7 by Yoakam does exist. 
I 
,[ 
I 
" 
II 
1 
TABLE IX 
YOAKAM READABILITY FORMULA GRADE LEVELS 
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS AND SCENE SHIFTS 
IN EACH OF THE EIGHTY-TWO CLASSICS 
(arranged in ascending orde~ of difficulty 
according to Grade Le(vel) 
f 
Title 
Seen~ 
Characters Shiftj 
5.3 Little Women 10 
1. 
2 ~-- 5.4 The Bib1e~-The Re_vised Edition· 19 
12 
128 
842 
147 3 ,\ 5.5 
4 II 
5 I 
I 
6 I 
i 7 .I 
i\. 
8 r 
9 I 
10 :I-
ll I 
'I 
12 II 
13 
II 14 1'1 
-\ 
15 i 
16 
17 
1_8 
5.7 
5.9 
6.1 
6.1 
6.3 
6.5 
6.7 
6.7 
6.9 
7 
7.1 
?.2 
7.2 
7.3 
7. .. 4 
My Antonia 
Tom Sawyer 
Huckleberry Finn 
Northwest Passage 
Romeo and Juliet 
Rebecca 
Parnassus on Wheels 
The Hrunan Comedy 
Great Expectations 
Pitcairn's Island 
--
Lorna Doo11e 
i 
f 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
6 
4 
9 
5 
6 
4 
12 
9 
5 
5 
6 
12 
8 
8 
9 
51 
98 
71 
49 
80 
119 
152 
22 
37 
84 
113 
153 
110 
204 
278 
82 
••. !
~ 
1~ 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24-
25 
2~ 
27 
zg 
29 
31 
32 : 
33 
34 ' 
35 il 
36 
37 
38 !i 
39 
4® 
41 
42 
4"= ... 
( 
7.5 
7.5 
7·5 
7.5 
7.5 
(.5 
!1.5 
?.0 
7~>0 
7~6 
'{'. 7 
7-.7 
{@c!S 
(.g 
7.~ 
7.9 
!3.1 
8.2 
83 .• 2 
$!'3 
8.-3 
8.3 
8.3 
8.3 
$.3 
· ~';Ef.;l.~ TtareEa Musketeers 
Muti:ny-®:n.tke B®l!lnty 
Giants i:n.t!ae .Earth 
Kidna.ppea 
The Ge0d Earth 
i' The Best -<1>f C1are:nej Day 
Roei:nsG.:n Cr.m.s0e ' 
A Tale 0f Twe Citie~ 
. . I 
Treasm.re Is1ana. 
Etha:n Frome , 
Amralaam Lineeln 
Gulliver's Travels '·i 
IDavid Ger.nnerfiel<il. r· ~~ . . I 
MeR Against tlae Sea i · 
l 
Westward FieJ 
As Yolll Like It 
Tw0 Years Befere tlae Mast 
Tl!le Deers1ayer 
Ge:ne with the Wind 
Tlae Virginian 
'I 
'\. 
10 
$ 
g 
.5 
4 
3 
11 
10 
3 
1® 
1® 
Wathering Heights r 1® 
The C0ttRt 0f M0nte Criste 8 
. -) 
A Treasury. 0f Sher1.eek Eo.1mes 131. 
Ca:p.tains Cel!lrageous 7 
Ben H1!1.r 
:E>0n Q;uixete ef La Ma:m.elaa 
The Yearling 
6 
5 
5 
1_58 
l<i)4 
?4 
59 
1~2 
147 
164 
91 
50 
7? 
275 
333 
173 
53 
155 
16 
121 
1(i)3 
229 
1®0 
121 
l<!Y'? 
91 
52 
144 
315 
148 
• 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.6 
8.6 
8.7 
8.7 
8.7 
8.9 
9 
9 
9.2 
9.J 
60 9.4 
61 9.5 
6211 9.5 
II 
63 '· 9. 5 
64 9.5 
6511 9.6 
661 9.8 
67 10 
68 10 
69 10 
70 10.1 
71 
Jane Eyre 12 
A Christmas Carol 5 
Johnny Tremain 10 
The Return of the Native 7 
Drums 14 
Les Miserables 8 
Death Comes for the Archbishop 2 
Anna and the King of Siam 12 
Cyrano de Bergerac 8 
Rabble in Arms 25 
The Last of the Mohicans 11 
Julius Caesar 8 
John Brown's Body 12 
Ivanhoe 
Twenty Thousand Leagues 
Under the Sea 
Pride and Prejudice 
Oli.ver Twist 
The Black Arrow 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
Hamlet 
Vanity Fair 
The Scarlet Letter 
Lost Horizon 
Wind, Sand, and Stars 
Poor Richard's Almanac 
Moby Dick 
12 
5 
10 
14 
8 
6 
8 
10 
5 
7 
3 
1 
6 
121 
44 
70 
131 
126 
65 
52 
198 
7 
114 
126 
16 
247 
150 
182 
101 
133 
73 
48 
18 
256 
43 
37 
81 
247 
224 
84 
I 85 
"- 72 10.2 The Call of the Wild 5 72 ~ 73 10.3 The Red Badge of Courage 4 38 
74 10.3 The House of Seven Gables 6 76 
75 10.5 A C0nnecticut Yankee in 8 94 
King Arthur's Court 
76 10.5 Kim 6 28 
77 10.9 The Prince and the Pauper J 70 
78 10.9 White FaBg 9 80 
79 11 War and Peace ! 22 347 
i 
80 11.2 Last Days of P0mpeii 8 156 
81 11.4 The Robe 13 190 
82 12 Arrowsmith 9 124 
--
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·e I I Then, there is a strong indic;ation from the sequence of' 
lgrsres and number of characters per .grade level that the number 
of' 11characters per Grade 10 by Yoakanidoes not have any correla-
'I There is a 99 per cent confidence, based on pure statis-
tier for that grade level. 
ltic 1 findings, that a high degree of' significance occurs at 
II . 
I!Grs 11ies 7 and 10. The figures show that this difference is pres-
lent. However, f'or Grades 7 and 10, they did not tell if this 
~~L lference is a correlation or non-correlation. For these char-
jlact,~rs, the mean was 9.37 and the standard deviation was 4.12, 
~~~ h. ch showed consistency was not close. In an analysis by 
j,grs des, the distribution showed that Grade 8 had the more books 
lshc'ring the major number of' characters--20 books •10 
4lt ~on~arison of Number of Major Characters in Two Studies 
' 
tl 
Next is the Charette study 1 s number of' major characters' 
!divergence from the investigator's number of' major 
fori\ each of' the eighty-two classics. 
characters 
Table X shows the LaMontagne study1 s number of major 
lchafacters for each of the eighty-two classics listed in de-
1scending order of difficulty, while the Charette number of major 
characters for the identical eighty-two classics were plotted. 
Initially, this study's list of major characters for the 
fir 1~t fifteen classics was definitely higher than the later ones 
The overall picture showed that this investigator's list of' 
Refer to Appendix, p. 131. 
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1\ju ·:tment of 1.7 was added to each of the investigator's eighty-
\ltw classics. 
1/ 1 In ascending order of difficulty, the rank order of the 
li'nu ber of major characters in each classic was assigned the rank 
I b . th t t d. L M t Ch !!n er ~n e wo s u 1.es, a on agne and arette. Then, the 
!Ito 34 in the Charette study, of the rank order was ~~1 ided by lB in tbis study. The result, 1.7, was added to the 
!!in estigator 1 s number of major characters for each of the 
liei 
llch 
,, 
I !Me 
I 
\I 
13 
hty-two classics since they were fewer in number than in the 
study. 11 
~urement of Number of Scene Shifts 
II - -
ll il According to the definition of the term scene shift and 
. procedure fully described in Chapter I, the number of scene 
for each of the eighty-two classics were found. Table XI 
approximate number of scene shifts in each of the 
classics in ascending order of difficulty. The range 
from 7 to 842 scene shifts was very wide. The mean was 
Next, Table XII shows the number of scene shifts for each 
1
of fhe eighty-two classics placed in descending order of diffi-
llcu fy according to the Yoakam Formula, and the number of scene 
sh·~ts for each of the identical eighty-two classics in the 
I \ 
ICh rette study were plotted. Table XII shows that no correla-
11Refer to Appendix, Table XV, p. 122. 
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TABLE XI 
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF SCENE SHIFTS IN THE CLASSICS 
(arranged in ascending order 0f difficulty) 
Title Scene Shifts 
Cyrano de Bergerae 
As You Like It 
Julius Caesar 
Hamlet 
Romeo and Juliet 
Kim 
Rebecca 
Lost Horizon 
The Red Badge of Courage 
The Scarlet Letter 
A Christmas Carol 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
My Antonia 
Portrait of Jennie 
Death Comes to the Archbishop 
Captains Courageous 
Men Against the Sea 
Treasure Island 
Kidnapped 
Les Miserables 
7 
16 
16 
18 
22 
28 
37 
37 
38 
43 
44 
48 
49 
51 
52 
52 
53 
56 
59 
65 
89 
11-8 
8 
9 
~0 
~·~ 
~~ 
~'iJ 
.I 
~4 
;i 
ir 
2'.5 
ii 25 
26 
2~ 
I 2~ 2~ 
3~ 
3 
.: 
3i' 
~1 
3 :l 
3&\ 
il 
3~1 
JE· 
3C 
4C 
The Prince and the Pauper 
Johnny Tremain 
Bambi 
The Call of the Wild 
The Black Arrow 
Giants in the Earth 
The House of Seven Gables 
Ethan Frome 
Tom Sawyer 
'White Fang 
Wind, Sand, and Stars 
Parnassus on Wheels 
A Tale of Two Cities 
A Treasury of Sherlock Holmes 
A Connecticut Yankee in King 
Arthur's Court 
Beyond Sing the Woods 
The Virginian 
Pride and Prejudice 
The Good Earth 
The Deerslayer 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
Pitcairn's Island 
-The Human Comedy 
Rabble in Arms 
Huckleberry Finn 
70 
71 
71 
72 
73 
74 
76 
77 
80 
80 
81 
84 
91 
91 
94 
98 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
107 
110 
113 
114 
119 
90 
46 
46'' 
'I 
n 
47\i 
481 
491 
50 
51 
I 
52" 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
Jane Eyre 
Wuthering. Heights 
Two Years Before the Mast 
Arrowsmith 
Drums 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Little Women 
The Return of the Native 
Oliver Twist 
Ben Hur 
The Best of Clarence Day 
How Green Was My Valley 
The Yearling 
Ivanhoe 
Northwest Passage 
Great Expectations 
Westward Hot 
Last Days of Pompeii 
The Three Musketeers 
Robinson Crusoe 
David Copperfield 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea 
The Robe 
Anna and the King of Siam 
Lorna Doone 
Moby Dick 
121 
121 
121 
124 
126 
126 
128 
128 
133 
144 
147 
147 
148 
150 
152 
153 
155 
156 
158 
164 
173 
182 
190 
198 
204 
224 
91 
f 92 
,. 
r 
' 
e 6 t.. Gone With the Wind 229 ' 
6 .2 
I 
John Brown 1· s Body 247 
' . 
e e Poor Richard's Almanac 247 
ci3 Vanity Fair I 2-56 
614 Abraham Lincoln 275 i' ,. 
f i5:. ! ' The Cloister and the Hearth 278 
c t Don Quixote of La Mancha 315 
I (. 
r Gulliver's Travels 333 6 I War and Peace 347 6 The Bible--The Revised Standard 842 t Edition 
., 
e 
: 
e 
t 
I ' 
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- tionlexists between the investigator's number of scene shifts 
~ 
and ~he number of scene shifts in the Charette list. 
I Before the table was plotted, an adjustment had been 
made~ In ascending order of difficulty, the number of scene 
shif~s in each classic was assigned a rank number. In all, 
ther~ were sixty-nine in the LaMontagne study. When this number 
was :: i vided by twenty-five (the total nUt11ber of Charette 1 s rank 
orde~), the result was 2.76. To adjust the great discrepancy 
betw~en the ·two lists., 2.76 was added to the number of scene 
shif
1
s in each of the eighty-two classics of the Charette study~~ 
j In the investigator 1 s study, the term scene shift had 
been ' defined and the choice of scene shifts was made according 
to tlhat definition. On the other hand, the Charette study had 
no d~finition of this term. One reason for the great discrep-
ancy was that a common definition of the term scene shift had 
not ~een established before any study was made on this subject. 
For future studies, such terms should be specifically stated and 
a ccmmon basis agreed upon before comparative studies would be 
undErtaken and investigated. 
Wore' Discrimination 
In the course of the study of the eighty-two classics, 
the application of the formula with the Thorndike Word Book re-
veaJ,ed many examples of words with varied meanings depending on 
cont:ext that., regardless of their meaning, were graded the same 
12Refer to Appendix, Table XVI, p. 126. 
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should be considered. If a method could be devised of in-
word meanings within a formula, the results would! 
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II. SUMMARY 
The major pUl~pose of this study was to measure~ according 
to he Yoakam Formula in rank order of difficulty, the grade 
lev<~s of eighty-two classics most frequently recommended for 
jun or and senior high schools. 
A second purpose was to measure the number of major char-
actEirs and the number of scene shifts in each of the eighty-two 
cla~sics. An attempt, also, was made to show how the Yoakam 
reacability grade levels conformed to the number of major char-
11 
actErs and the number of scene slnfts in each of the eighty-two 
l I . C a SJ.CS. 
The procedure involved the measurement of eighty-two 
cla sics most frequently recommended for junior and senior high 
sch)ols. Besides establishing reading difficulty levels for all 
of he classics, an attempt was made to measure the number of 
'i 
maj1r characters and the number of scene shifts in each of the 
eig p.ty-two classics. 
Then, an attempt was made t6 find out how the Yoakam 
rea~ability grade levels of the eighty-two classics conformed 
to ~he number of major characters and scene shifts at each 
gra~e level. 
I I Also, a comparison was made of the investigator's study 
of ~he Yoakam readability grade levels for the eighty-two clas-
1 
sic~ with the Charette study of the Flesch grade levels for the 
I l • sam~ c assJ.cs. 
e I 
li 
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Next,, was compared the investigator's study of the number of 
II 
maj·r characters in each of the eighty-two classics with the 
Cha ette study of the number of major characters in these same 
cla sics. 
Finally, from the investigator's study, the number of 
sceP,e shifts in each of the eighty-two classics were compared 
witP. the number of scene shifts in these same classics from the 
Chabette study. 
III. FINDINGS 
1. One general trend definitely showed the Flesch read-
I 
abil. ity grade levels were lower than the Yoakam readability 
I' I graiil.e levels. 
2. A typical Yoakam trend revealed the ranking of hard 
boo~s harder and easy books easier. 
I 3. The Yoakam Formula is more discriminative than the 
II Flesch Formula. 
4. More consistent grade scores were noted in the Flescb 
For~ula grade levels than in the Yoakam Formula grade levels. 
I 5. Concerning the Yoakam grade levels in comparison 
with the number of major characters in each of the eighty-two 
classics~ statistics revealed a difference was present for 
Grahes 7 and 10, but did not tell whether the difference was 
coiwelation or non-correlation. 
II 
.. 
6. No definite conclusions as to the relation of the 
li 
! 
n~~ber of major characters to the grade levels of the Yoakam 
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II 
rea~ability formula were revealed in Grades 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, and 
7. There appeared to be no correlation between the 
Yoa~am Formula grade levels and the number of major characters 
in ~ach of the eighty-two classics. 
8. Only two classics out of eighty-two, The Return of' 
the Native and Pride and Prejudice were at the same rank order 
for~both the Yoakam and the Flesch Formulas. 
9. In spite of the great discrepancies between the 
Yoa am and Flesch grade levels, the Yoakam average grade level 
was!i 8.46 while the Flesch average grade level was 7 .95, less 
thah a difference of a point. 
10. The two studies, the investigator's Yoakam and 
ChGl->ettets Flesch, have a normal distribution with the majority 
I . 
of books at the seventh grade level. 
Grade 7 Charette 1 s Flesch 33 books 
Grade 7 Investigator's Yoakam 22 books 
11. Since no common definition of the term scene shift 
hac been established, for both the investigator's and the 
ChErette studies, there were striking discrepancies between the 
nmber of scene shifts in the investigator's Yoakam study as 
r 
con:pared with those scene shifts in the Charette study. Only 
I 
in .the investigato:t;>'s study had the term scene shift been 
I de ·ined. 
I 12. The Yoakam Grade Range was from Grade 5.3 to 12 as 
co pared with the Flesch Grade Range, Grade 5 to 14.5. 
I 
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13. The Flesch standard deviation, 1.37, was .18 lower 
tha~ the Yoakam 
II 
Formula standard deviation of 1.55. This 
,. 
sho ed the greater consistency of the Flesch Formula. 
14. Only two books out of the eighty-two classics were, 
lis!?ed at the same grade level according to both the Yoakam and 
II 
Fle3ch Formulas. 
Yoakam Title Flesch 
Grade 7 Parnassus on Wheels Grade 7 
Grade 9 The Last of the Mohicans Grade 9 
15. Within one grade level for both the Yoakam and the 
Fle~ch Formulas were listed thirty-one classics. 
jj 16. Baker 1 s Yoakam average grade leve 1 was 9. 68 in con-
tra~t with the investigator 1 s Yoakam average grade level, 8.25, 
II . 
a d~fference of 1~43 grade level. Baker 1 s standard deviation 
was ,·2.28, while the investigatorT s was 1.17, a difference of 
1.11'-. 
17. Only two of the sixteen classics of the investiga-
tor s Yoakam and Baker 1 s Yoakam have the same rank order. How-
eve~, they did not have the same grade levels. 
Baker 
P.rade Level 
II 
II 
II 
I! 
9.5 
10.5 
Title Rank 
David Copperfield 9 
The Last of the Mohicans 12 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Investigator 
Grade Level 
7.8 
9 
1. In future similar studies, a greater number of grade 
~ sam~lings would ensure better results. 
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2. A factor not considered in the Yoakam Formula was 
the variation of word meanings which were very numerous in this 
stu~y. 
3. Differences in the Yoakam grade levels in Baker's 
stu~y (8-16 pages for each book), and the investigator's Yoaka~ 
samplings may be attributable to a consistent ten-page differ-
enc~ in number of samplings. 
4. The accuracy of the rank order of reading difficulty 
and the comparability of differently constructed formulas may 
be uestioned because only two out of eighty-two classics had 
the same rank order for both the Yoakam and the Flesch Formulas. 
5. In the two studies, there appears to be no correla-
tio between the investigator's number of scene shifts and 
Oha ette's number of scene shifts. 
V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
:r 
I. 
1. Pertaining to the relationship of the number of 
maj r characters to the Yoakam grade ,levels, more studies should 
be ~dertaken. 
2. Further research should be' carried on concerning the 
fincings in this study relating to Grades 7 and 10. 
\ 3~ After the term scene shift has been established, a 
) 
ser..~ ;es of studies should be made to gain further information as 
't 
to t~e increase in grade level of a book when there is an in-
cre~~e in the number of major characters and number of scene 
shij !ts. 
100 
4. Different avenues of approach should be explored as 
i 
to the possibility of devising a new method of establishing 
grsde levels by including the number of scene shifts and charac-
ters as factors. 
5. By applying other formulas, as the Gray-Leary, Lorge, 
anc the Dale-Chall, to the same eighty-two classics, additional 
st~dies might reveal new aspects on readability and comparabil-
it~ of the various formulas. 
6. Better comparisons of readability studies would be 
facilitated through the use of formulas with similar bases. 
7. If, in some way, the discriminatory use of words in 
con~ext, aided by the Thorndike Word Book, might be included in 
the Yoakam Formula, grade levels might show truer results. 
8. Better and more comprehensive formulas would result 
if ~ualitative factors of measurement were included in these 
for~ulas. 
9. A comparison of an adjuste.d Yoakam Formula contain-
,. 
ing' additional qualitative measures with the original Yoakam 
li 
For~ula would make an interesting comparative investigation. 
:\ 
I 
!\ 
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according to the Yoakam s cores 
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TABLE XIV 
DIVERGENCE OF YOAKAM FROM 'FLESCH SCORES 
(arranged in descending order of difficulty) 
according to the Flesch scores 
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Flesch 
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9 
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9 
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War and Peace 
Ivanhoe 
David Copperfield 
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Poor Richard's Almanac 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
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A Christmas Carol 
The Scarlet Letter 
Robinson Crusoe 
The Last of the Mohicans 
The Three Musketeers 
Ethan Frome 
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Don Quixote I 
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The Human Comedy 
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Drums 
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A Tale ef Two Cities 
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Oliver Twist 
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White Fang 
Rabble in Arms 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
Huckleberry Finn 
The Good Earth 
The Virginian 
Westward Hot 
IYiy Anton.ia 
Kim 
The Prince and the Pauper 
Beyond Sing the Woods 
A Connecticut Yankee in King 
Arthur' s C0urt 
Wind, Sand, and Stars 
Moby Dick 
The Red Badge of Courage 
The Cloister and the Hearth 
Julius Caesar 
Romeo and Juliet 
The Yearling 
Anna and the King of Siam 
How Green Was My Valley 
Bambi 
Captains Courageous 
Lost Horizon 
The Bible--The RevisedStandard 
Edition 
Treasure Island 
10.9 
8.9 
9.5 
6.5 
7.5 
8.) 
7.9 
6.1 
10.5 
10.9 
5.9 
10.5 
10 
10.1 
10.3 
7.4 
9 
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TABLE XV 
DIVERGENCE OF CHARETTE 1 S NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
f 
FROM LAMONTAGNE'S NUMBER OF CHARACTERS 
(arranged in descending order of difficulty 
aeeording to 
LaMontagne's Number of Characters) 
LaMontagne 
30.6 
28.9 
27.2 
25.5 
23.8 
23.8 
22.1 
20.4 
20.4 
20.4 
20.4 
20~4 
20.4 
20.4 
18.7 
18.7 
17.0 
Title 
A Treasury of Sherlock Holmes 
Rabble in Arms 
War and Peace 
The Bible--The Revised Standard 
Edition 
Oliver Twist 
Drums 
The Robe 
Great Expectations 
Ivanhoe 
Northwest Passage 
How Green Was My Valley 
Anna and the King of Siam 
Jane Eyre 
John Brown's Body 
A Tale of Two Cities 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Vanity Fair 
Charette 
25 
26 
15 
20 
12 
18 
13 
10 
13 
18 
17 
15 
14 
14 
19 
122 
I 
It 
i· I . 
_,,. 
1?.0 
17 .. & 
17.0 
17.0 
17.G 
15.3 
15.'3 
15~3 
15.3 
15.3 
15~3 
1).6 
13.0 
13.6 
13.6 
13 .. 6 
13 .. 6 
1).6 
13.6 
13.0 
13.6 
13.6 
1).0 
"Ml.!ltiny @n the Beun:ty 
Gone With The Wil=l<f! I, 
Westward H<~t! ;, .. 
Johnny Tremain 
1 David Copp~rfiel(l1 : 
' 
Wu.thering Heigln.t.s 
Pride and Frejudiee 
:i 
Little W®men 
Remeo and Juliet 
As You Like It 
Bam hi 
White Fa]lg 
Arr@wsmitb 
Lerna Doone 
Treasure Island 
Kianapped 
Tne Black Arrew 
Hamlet 
Julius Caesar 
Abraham LiE.eoln 
Cyrano de Bergerac 
T~e Cloister and t~e Hearth 
Les Miserables 
Tlae Three Musketeers 
I 
l. 
21 
9 
27 
30 
25 
32 
16 
l® 
19 
21 
7 
23 
8 
13 
11 
34 
22 
2e 
44 
70 
24 
j4 
18 
12 
25 
13 
. '· 
.;.,..; :- . 
'':;.' 
45 
46 
47 
481 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
61 
.I 
!I 62:: 
6J 
64 
65 
661 
67 
68 
69 
1).6 
lJ.6 
11.9 
11.9 
11.9 
11.9 
11.9 
lG.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
10.2 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
8.5 
A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur's Court 
Last Days of Pompeii 
Captains Courageous 
Lost Horizon 
The Return of the Native 
Two Years Before the Mast 
The De~rslayer 
The Virginian 
The Bridge of San Luis Rey 
The Human Comedy 
Ben Hur 
Portrait of Jennie 
Moby Dick 
Kim 
The House of Seven Gables 
Tom Sawyer 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea 
Gulliver's Travels 
The Yearling 
Giants in the Earth 
Parnassus on Wheels 
The Call of the Wild 
The Scarlet Letter 
Rebecca 
A Christmas Carol 
Don Quixote 
1.5 
39 
8 
2 
14 
7 
8 
11 
5 
5 
9 
10 
12 
8 
12 
19 
1.6 
20 
18 
20 
8 
6 
9 
8 
lJ 
24 
124 
.;j 1: ,! 
I il 
:! 125 il 
I· 
i 
ir 
~ ~ 
e 701 8.5 My Antonia 6 
71. 8.5 The Good Earth 18 
' 
7';. 6.8 Beyond Sing the Woods 19 
', 
7~ 6.8 The Red Badge of Courage 20 
\ j 
?k I' 6.8 The Best of Clarence Day 3 
7~ 
!I 6.8 Huckleberry Finn 11 II 
Jj I' 
7~ 5.1 Ethan Frome 17 
7'". 5.1 Wind, Sand, and Stars 4 
7d 5.1 Men Against the Sea 19 
75: 5.1 Robinson Crusoe 3 
8€. 5.1 The Prince and the Pauper 9 
8., [ 
I.J j 3.4 Death Comes for the Archbishop 12 
8~ 1.7 Poor Richard's Almanac 0 
e 
' : 
!: 
1: 
1:' 
I! I' I 
l 
I 
! 
I 
il 
" il 
I' J 
1:1 
i 
I i 
( 
I 
:j 
I 
-
~. An adjustment of 1.7 was added to the number of charac-
ters in each of the eighty-two classics. in the LaMontagne.study. 
~ I ! i i r I 
e 
I 
I'' . 
[
1
; ·' 
1~1 
:j 
I, 
!' 
I 
I : 
II 
t 
I 
3 
.4 
5 
TABLE XVI 
DIVERGENCE OF CHARETTE'S NUMBER OF SCENE SHIFTS 
I 
FROM LAMONTAGNE'S NUMBER OF SCENE SHIFTS 
(arranged in de$cending order of difficulty 
according to 
LaMontagne's Number of Scene Shifts) 
LaMontagne 
842 
347 
333 
315 
278 
275 
256 
247 
247 
229 
224 
204 
198 
190 
182 
173 
164 
Title 
The Bible--The Revised Standard 
Edition 
War and Peace 
Gulliver's Travels 
·-
Don Quixote 
The Cloister and the Hearth _ 
Abraham Lincoln 
Vanity Fair 
Poor Richard's Almanac 
John Brown's Body 
Gone With the Wind 
- Moby Dick 
Lorna Doone 
Anna and the King of Siam 
The Robe 
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under 
the Sea 
David Copperfield 
Robinson Crusoe 
Charette 
82.80 
16.96 
82.80 
110.40 
110.40 
33.12 
41.40 
22.08 
27.60 
33.12 
11.04 
22.08 
8.28 
27.60 
11.04 
126 
i i 
1$ 
l~ 
2 ~ i: 
2 : 
158 
156 
155 
153 
152 
150 
148 
147 
147 
144 
133 
128 
128 
126 
126 
124 
121 
121 
121 
119 
114 
113 
110 
107 
104 
103 
102 
The Three Musketeers 
Last Days of Pompeii 
Westward Hot 
Great Expectations 
Northwest Passage 
Ivanhoe 
The Yearling 
How Green Was My Valley 
The Best of Clarence Day 
Ben Hur 
Oliver Twist 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Drums 
Arrowsmith 
Two Years Bef0re the Mast 
Wuthering Heights 
Jane Eyre 
Huckleberry Finn 
Rabble in Arms 
The Human Comedy 
Pitcairn 1 s Island 
The Count of Monte Cristo 
Mutiny on the Bounty 
The Deerslayer 
The Good Earth 
38.64 
55.20 
46.92 
49.68 
49.68 
33.12 
27.60 
22.08 
82.80 
71.76 
27.60 
16 •. 56 
5.52 
24.84 
8.28 
41.40 
2.76 
33.12 
41.10 
5.52 
77.28 
13.80 
2.76 
77~28 
5.52 
2.76 
8.82 
127 
i .. 
16 
J~ 
\. 
101 
100 
98 
94 
91 
91 
84 
81 
80 
80 
77 
76 
74 
73 
72 
71 
70 
70 
65 
59 
56 
53 
52 
52 
51 
49 
Pride and Prejudice 
The Virginian 
Beyond Sing the W~ods 
i 
A Conneeticut Yankee in King 
Arthur's Court 
A Treasury of Sherlock Holmes 
A Tale of Two Cit~es 
Parnassus 
Wind, Sand, and Stars 
White Fang 
Tom Sawyer 
Ethan Frome 
The House of Seven Gables 
Giants in the Earth 
The Blaek Arrow 
The Call of the-Wild 
Bambi 
Johnny Tremain 
The Prinee and the Pauper 
Les Miserables 
Kidnapped 
Treasure Island 
Men Against the Sea 
Captains Courageous 
Death Comes for the Archbishop 
Portrait of Jennie 
My Antonia 
22.08 
11.04 
8.28 
2.76 
66.24 
11.04 
55.20 
ll.04 
8.28 
8.28 
1}.80 
16.96 
11.04 
2.76 
2.76 
60.72 
5.52 
49.68 
2.(4 
2.76 
49.68 
5.52 
128 
1
1! 
129 
11 
,I' 
~ i f· 
TI I e 48 The Bridge of San \~Luis Rey 11.04 
7i 
i 
I'. 
44 A Christmas Carol~· 16 .. 56 
I I 11.04 7~ 43 The Searlet Letter I I '7~ 38 The Red Badge of Courage 2.76 
7~ 37 Lost Horizon 8.28 j 
Rebecca 11.04 
7t 
37 
28 Kim 8.28 71 
69.00 7[ 22 Romeo and Juliet 
18 Hamlet 49.68 7~ 
I 16 Julius Caesar 46.92 SID 8~ 16 As You Like It 63.48 
' 
Cyrano de Bergerac 11.04 8:2 7 
e ,, 
i ' 
IN 1B . . An adjustment of 2.76 was added to the number of scene 
e shi !l!:'ts in each of the eighty-two classics of the Charette study. I 
' 
I 
! . 
II 
' . 
I 
TABLE XVII 
II DIVERGENCE OF BAKER I s YOAKAM FROM LAMONTAGNE 1 s 
i 
YOAKAM SCORES 
(arranged in descending order of difficulty) 
according to LaMontagne's scores 
Yolkam (LaMontagne) Title Yoakam (Baker) 
I !1 
i 
I 
12 
I ,: 
I ;: 
ILO 
I I'! 
ld. 
! 
r2 
13 ~4 
tl 
:IJ..5 
II 
!1.6 
I 
10.5 
10.1 
9.5 
9.3 
9 
8.5 
8.1 
7.8 
7·7 
7.6 
7.6 
7.5 
7.5 
7.3 
6.5 
6.) 
A Connecticut Yankee in 
King Arthur's Court 
Moby Dick 
Oliver Twist 
Ivanhoe 
The Last of the Mohicans 
Jane Eyre 
Two Years Before the Mast 
David Copperfield 
Gulliver's Travels 
Treasure Island 
A Tale of Two Cities 
Kidnapped 
Robinson Crusoe 
Lorna Doone 
Huckleberry Finn 
Tom Sawyer 
8.8 
12.1 
10.3 
12.1 
10.5 
10.7 
10.8 
9.5 
8.0 
8.9 
10.2 
9.2 
6.9 
8.5 
8.1 
9 .• 2 
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